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1. CHAPTER 1 – INTRODUCTION
1.1.

Statement of Problem

Underbody blast events (UBBs) caused by improvised explosive devices (IEDs) have
been responsible for more than 50,000 injuries and casualties on the battlefield in modern
warfare [28]. These high energy UBB events impart vertical forces to military ground
vehicles, which are then transferred to the Warfighters seated inside the vehicle, often
resulting in catastrophic injuries.

The US Government has made large strides in

improving vehicle design to mitigate the effects of the blast event, including the
introduction of blast mitigation energy attenuating (EA) or energy absorbing seating
systems, which are known to improve Warfighter survivability when combined with other
strategies such as armor plating on the exterior of the vehicle [67].
EA seats, although not new to the market, have not been fully characterized with
respect to energy attenuation capability and the resulting effects on occupant protection.
The U.S. Army – Tank Automotive Research, Development and Engineering Center
(TARDEC) Ground System Survivability (GSS) Interior Blast Mitigation Seat Team (IBMT)
has been testing and evaluating EA seats on the drop tower located in the TARDEC
Occupant Protection Laboratory (OPL) in efforts to understand how seats afford
protection to occupants at varying threat level simulations. Although this testing sets the
foundation for general EA seat evaluation, it does not address some of the basic
questions behind the optimization of seat design [10].
EA seats utilize stroking mechanisms to absorb energy and reduce the vertical forces
imparted on the occupant’s pelvis and lower spine complex. Although a variety of EA
seats are available on the market, the fundamental question behind how to optimize the
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force and deflection rates of the EA mechanisms to effectively reduce occupant injury has
not yet been answered. Using modeling and simulation techniques, this research was
able to develop optimal force and deflection profiles to reduce pelvis and lower spine
injuries experienced by Warfighters in underbody blast events using a generic seat model
with MAthematical DYnamic MOdels (MADYMO) software (TASS International, Inc Siemens) and modeFRONTIER optimization software. This optimized model can then
be shared with EA seat manufacturers and applied to military seat development efforts
for EA mechanisms for a given occupant and designated blast severity.
1.2.

Background and Significance

IEDs, or improvised explosive devices, have been noted as military warfare on ships
dating back to the 1500s [60]. Throughout time, IEDs have been used as a covert attack
mechanism on adversaries and are becoming more prevalent in modern warfare. The
Department of Defense defines an IED as a weapon that is manufactured from
unconventional materials or methods that is designed to incapacitate or kill [26]. The
current versions of IEDs in modern warfare are fabricated to breach armor on ground
vehicles that are designated as mine-resistant. NATO states that anti-tank mines are
“one of the most efficient and least expensive lethal weapons [44].”
Two of the latest US conflicts, Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF) and Operation Enduring
Freedom (OEF), have shown increasing trends in the use of explosive devices, including
IEDs, as major mechanisms of injuries to Warfighters. In Afghanistan in 2011, IEDs were
responsible for over half of deaths reported for US troops [60]. Since World War I,
explosions have more than doubled as the cause of injuries, from 35% to 81%, warranting
the shift of research and development in ground vehicles to occupant protection from
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underbody blast events [11]. Approximately half of the injuries sustained during these
conflicts affect the musculoskeletal system, and injuries usually span multiple body
regions [8]. Explosions on the battlefield are now the leading cause of death [14] and
currently account for more than 75% of casualties in OIF and OEF [8].
The Joint Trauma Analysis and Prevention of Injury in Combat (JTAPIC) partnership
performed a theater injury data analysis on blast events and reported that 46% of killedin-action (KIA) casualties and 5% of wounded-in-action (WIA) casualties were due to
pelvic fractures [2]. 18% of reported injuries were in the lumbar spine, as well,
demonstrating the need for improvement to occupant safety [2, 49]. This study was
focused on a set of 608 casualties from recent events in theater [2]. Emphasis on the
pelvic complex is important due to its importance with respect to weight-bearing for the
Soldier, as well as the fact that there is the potential for high morbidity rates in conjunction
with blunt pelvic injuries [4]. A more recent JTAPIC review, which included injuries from
Operation New Dawn (OND) in addition to OIF and OEF, reported that spinal fractures
were frequent for both WIA and KIA, with WIA experiencing lumbar spine fractures in 11%
of cases and thoracic spine fractures in 8% of cases. These percentages were lower for
KIA injuries, at 7% experiencing lumbar spine fractures and 6% experiencing thoracic
spine fractures. Pelvic fractures were not listed in the top five most frequent injuries for
WIA nor KIA in this data set [34].
Based on the most recent threats reported in theater and their appearance in the
national spotlight, TARDEC has adopted a more occupant-centric approach for its vehicle
design philosophy, which focuses first on protecting the soldier.

This new design

philosophy then works outward to the seat, restraints, vehicle structure, and beyond [21].
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In addition to occupant-focused design, vehicles are being equipped with mine blast
underbody hull kits and EA seats to improve occupant survivability [32]. An improved
understanding of the force and deflection properties of a seat and how it affects occupant
injury will lead to more efficient seat designs, and ultimately, fewer injuries due to
underbody blast loading.
1.3.

Specific Aims

One of the fundamental questions behind protecting Warfighters with energy
absorbing (EA) seats during underbody blast events is how to optimize the force and
deflection rates of the seat to prevent injury to the pelvis and lower spine region while
working within the constraints of available seat stroke. This research used MADYMO, a
computational computer simulation program for occupant safety, to model the human
interaction with a generic EA seat interface. This then allowed the development of an
optimization tool so that optimal energy absorption rates can be determined to aid in the
design of EA seats with any EA mechanism to reduce pelvis and lower spine injuries.
The MADYMO models are that of the 50th percentile male occupant using both a Human
Body Model (HBM) and Hybrid III anthropomorphic test device (ATD) in the same seat to
investigate the effects of the various energy absorption profiles.
Although EA seats often feature foam for comfort and limited energy absorption
properties, the model was based on a bare seat modeled as a spring and damper system,
which represented the seat frame EA mechanism combined with the EA properties of
foam.
As all underbody blast events are unique, TARDEC and various researchers have
developed generic representative pulses that are representative of actual theater events
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using data collected during live fire test events. Examples of generic idealized pulses are
shown in Figure 1-1 with related velocities in Figure 1-2, which reach between 200 and
350 g with resulting velocities between 6 and 13 m/s [10]. Representative pulses from
theater events were implemented in this research to evaluate how these laboratory
simulated inputs affected the effectiveness of optimized EA mechanisms, which were
noisier and less idealized than those shown below for reference.

Figure 1-1. TARDEC generic underbody blast pulse floor accelerations for low severity
(blue) and higher severity (red dashed) events [10]
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Figure 1-2. TARDEC generic underbody blast pulse floor velocities for low severity
(blue) and higher severity (red dashed) events [10]
The force and deflection rates needed to be optimized within a specific design
package including limited stroke distance, ranging up to a maximum of six (6) inches,
which represented a more aggressive upper limit of packaging space in military vehicles
according to TARDEC research of commercially available seats and publicly available
literature [3, 53]. The rate of energy absorption was dictated by the pulse input, as it was
critical that the seat stroked quickly enough to reduce the vertical accelerative loading
transferred to the occupant.
The purpose of this study was to produce optimized force-deflection curves that
were achievable within the laws of physics. The optimization study leveraged literature
research and past publications for background information and a starting point for the EA
optimization. These studies included the blast seat mitigation studies conducted at
TARDEC [10, 11].
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Success of the model was defined by evaluation of the pelvis and lower spine
forces within the MADYMO occupant model. For the Human Body Model, literature
research was conducted to determine vertical acceleration and loading limits to the
human body at the threshold of pelvis and lower spine injury. The models were then run
again with the Hybrid III ATD model to provide data on the loads and accelerations as
measured by the ATD for future physical seat testing applications. The end product of
this research effort was a tool that provides optimal force and deflection profiles that can
be shared with manufacturers in the EA seating industry to aid in future military seat EA
mechanism development efforts.
This continued research in blast energy-attenuating seats supports the TARDEC
30-year Strategy for Warfighter survivability, specifically in VS1, LoE3 – KO2 (1.3.2)
Protected Mobility. This strategy requires that TARDEC develop, integrate and
demonstrate force protection capability suites (i.e. technologies to mitigate/defeat the
enemy's ability to detect, hit, penetrate and kill) which enable the system and its
occupants to survive threats, while striving to maintain the optimal balance of mobility and
protection and allow sustained operations anywhere in the world. "To accomplish this
requires driving developments in new, lighter-weight protection technologies for both the
system and its occupants (to ensure survival against any threat), as well as developments
in innovative ground vehicle mobility and gap crossing capabilities in order to operate in
any terrain, in any situation, at any vehicle weight, anywhere in the world." [67]
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2. CHAPTER 2 – UNDERBODY BLAST AND WARFIGHTER INJURY
2.1.

IED Effects

IEDs are often buried under soil roads so that they can be detonated when adversarial
vehicles traverse the target location. When an IED is detonated, it causes the propagation
of a shock wave to form high pressure, hot gases. These gases are formed by an
exothermic chemical reaction. As the gases expand, they disrupt the soil, causing an
explosive interaction as the blast wave touches the surface of the air above the soil. The
hot gases are expelled through the soil, ejecting soil particles at speeds up to 2000 mph
[900 m/s]. The expansion of the gas and the physical momentum from the moving soil
interact with the vehicle’s underbody resulting in a transfer of load during the first 5 to 10
milliseconds after detonation. The shape of the vehicle’s hull can greatly impact the
effects of the blast; a V-shaped hull can deflect the high pressure flow while a flat-bottom
vehicle will trap the soil ejecta and pressure waves, potentially causing a breach in the
hull in addition to global motion vertically. The vertical motion of the vehicle upwards is
determined by the vehicle’s mass, hull shape, and moment of inertia, if the loading is offcenter [54]. The vertical jump of the vehicle begins 10 to 20 ms after the IED detonates,
with the maximum jump height achieved about 100 to 300 ms later [44].
As the shock waves from the IED impact the vehicle, the effects on the occupant can
be characterized into four categories. The primary injury, often termed “blast lung”, is
caused by the rapid increase in air pressure, which can affect any organ containing air.
Primary injury is typically experienced by dismounted Warfighters. Wounds caused by
fragments from the soil or vehicle are considered secondary blast injuries. Tertiary blast
injuries, which are the focus of this research, are caused by the rapid global and local
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motion of the vehicle and floor structure. The axial loading due to the rapid upward motion
of the vehicle causes compression of the human skeletal structure, which is manifested
in injuries to the lower leg, pelvis, and lumbar spine. The vertical acceleration of the
vehicle due to the blast are then translated to the occupant, with the load path through
the lower extremities from the floor and into the pelvis and spinal column via the seat
interface. Excursion injuries can also result from head impacts to the interior of the vehicle
[28]. Flail injuries to the arms can also occur but are much more difficult to characterize.
The fourth category of blast injuries comprises thermal injuries such as burns or postblast risks, such as drowning if the vehicle is overturned during the event [54].
The injuries caused by the global motion of the vehicle as well as the high frequency
motion of the vehicle’s floor due to the shock waves of the IED are the most prevalent.
The severity of injury is directly related to the severity of the blast, location of the blast,
and the direct surroundings of the occupant with respect to the vehicle’s interior and the
presence of injury mitigation structures. Other factors such as initial posture, PPE, and
restraint use may also affect injury levels [44].
Blast mitigation seating systems with energy attenuating mechanisms are becoming
more common in ground vehicles to absorb some of the vertical forces before they affect
the pelvis and lumbar spine. The injuries to the pelvis or spine of the occupants can be
debilitating, meaning the Warfighter cannot complete the mission or escape the vehicle.
The loads from underbody blast reach the pelvis between 10 and 30 ms after detonation,
with later loading times corresponding to seats mounted to the wall or ceiling as opposed
to directly to the floor, as shown in Figure 2-1 and Figure 2-2 [44]. The body experiences
a secondary impact during slam-down, when the vehicle returns to earth approximately
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one second after the initial jump. Although less severe, the occupant is loaded again in
a longer duration but lower accelerative event [44].

Figure 2-1. Sequence of events for vehicle and occupant in an underbody blast [44]

Figure 2-2. Sequence of events for tibia, lumbar spine, and neck compressive forces in
an underbody blast [44]
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2.2.

Blast Energy Attenuating (EA) Seats

Blast EA seats are designed to absorb the energy traveling through the vehicle
structure when undergoing a UBB event by isolating the occupant from the vehicle’s
upward global momentum. Several manufacturers have produced blast EA seats, so the
design of seats vary widely as shown in Figure 2-3. Typically, seats are attached to the
floor, wall, or ceiling of the vehicle, and these different mounting structures change the
load path into the occupant. Integration to the vehicle is key in the design of seats, as
they are considered part of the total vehicle design by manufacturers [43]. EA seats often
incorporate a stroking mechanism to dissipate vertical acceleration by mechanical means
before the forces are transferred to the occupant, thus reducing injuries, especially to the
pelvis and lower spine. This energy absorption can be via plastic or elastic deformation
[66]. Lower leg injuries are mitigated via other means, including foot rests, blast mats, or
stroking floors.

Figure 2-3. Examples of currently available blast mitigation seats [26, 51, 71]
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The design of the stroking mechanism of the seats is often dictated by the packaging
space of the vehicle [39]. Each EA seat design employs unique mechanisms resulting in
varying stroke lengths. Common EA mechanisms include shock tubes, springs, draw
wires, and magneto-rheological devices, but the theory behind absorbing energy before
it reaches the occupant is universally implemented across all designs. Materials such as
supportive seat foam act as secondary EA solutions, as well as play a key role in
Warfighter comfort.

Stroke lengths often vary from a few inches to over a foot in

displacement depending on the available package space in the vehicle. The key to proper
EA design is optimizing the energy absorption properties of the seat while accounting for
the size of the occupant and the severity of the blast. A smaller occupant may be too
light to engage the active stroking mechanism, and a heavy occupant may overextend
the stroking mechanism and cause it to bottom out, potentially resulting in greater injury
to the occupant due to the interaction with the stops in the seat stroking mechanism.
Seats must also be capable of first surviving the initial blast event and then the secondary
slam-down, which imparts another vertical accelerative load to the seat and occupant
[39]. Some seats incorporate resettable or reusable EA devices to survive multiple blast
events. Seat designs are often tuned to a specific expected vehicle response to blast,
meaning seats are marketed to different levels of severity, often characterized by “g
rating”.
Standards do not currently exist to dictate the level of protection that must be afforded
to the occupant during an accelerative loading event, as there is no one representative
input pulse to cover the infinite range of blast events. Although EA seats are not new to
the market, they have not been fully characterized with respect to energy attenuation
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capability and the resulting effects on occupant protection.

As a start to the

characterization of the available EA seats on the market, the TARDEC Ground System
Survivability Interior Blast Mitigation Seat Team tested and evaluated EA seats over a
one-year period using a drop tower test method. Data from three different ATDs, or crash
test dummies, was recorded on tests in twelve different seat styles that were dropped at
two different heights on the drop tower. The Hybrid III ATDs represented 90 percent of
the human population and are characterized as a 5th percentile female, 50th percentile
male, and 95th percentile male [10]. An evaluation of the data allowed the assessment of
commercially available and prototype seats to understand the performance of the seats
with varying occupant weights and to evaluate the test methodology and occupant injury
assessment performance criteria. The results from this data review afforded a better
understanding of how seat design affects performance with varying occupant size,
including weight and stature. The analysis also provided the TARDEC Seat Team with
an overview of general trends and lessons learned toward developing blast seat
performance specifications and standards for evaluation.
2.3.

Military Helicopter Seats

The energy absorption technology utilized in the design of helicopter seats for crash
events can be leveraged in the design of military blast EA seats. Similar to the blast seat
application, helicopter seats are designed to limit the loads imparted parallel to the
occupant’s spine during a crash event by controlling the stroke of the seat and have been
in use since the 1970s [33]. A review of the available seat technology by Desjardins in
2003 determined that several types of EA mechanisms were being employed in seats, all
with the common goal of maximizing the efficiency of energy absorption. The most
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common types of successful mechanisms included inversion tubes, wire and strap
benders, tube and die, and metal cutters [19]. It is important to note that although the
theory behind these designs is the same as that for blast seats, the magnitude and timing
of helicopter crashes compared to blast events are significantly different. Desjardins
states that the loading profile of a helicopter crash can be approximated by a triangular
acceleration pulse with a peak of approximately 50 g and duration of more than 50 ms as
shown in Figure 2-4. A blast event often results in a peak floor acceleration more than
six times that of a helicopter crash with durations less than a factor of ten, which greatly
affects the approach to EA mechanisms and the speed at which they must react to absorb
energy as shown in Figure 2-5 [19].

Figure 2-4. Representative accelerative loading profile during helicopter crash event
[19]
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Figure 2-5. Helicopter crash event pulse compared to blast pulses show large
differences in order of magnitude and timing
Several different approaches for helicopter EA mechanisms exist, including Fixed
Load Energy Absorbers (FLEA), Variable Load Energy Absorbers (VLEA), Fixed Profile
Energy Absorbers (FPEA), and Variable Profile Energy Absorbers (VPEA).

Each

approach has its own advantages and disadvantages, and knowledge of these can be
leveraged for blast seat design. The FLEA was designed to optimize only for the 50th
percentile occupant, which exposed lighter occupants to a higher deceleration while
potentially bottoming out the stroke for the heavier occupant, although the deceleration
was reduced. The VLEA involves a manually adjustable system to adjust the limiting load
on the seat to compensate for the weight of each occupant to afford the same level of
protection. FPEA systems produce a constant profile load-displacement independent of
occupant weight. VPEA combines the theory of the other approaches and limits the loads
based on the weights of the occupant. The ultimate design would create a system that
develops unique nonlinear load-deflection profiles for each occupant while taking weight
into consideration [19].
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Civil helicopter standards state that the limit for lumbar spine loading in an occupant
as measured by a 50th percentile male ATD is 1500 lbs [6672 N] [19]. Labun et al
suggested limiting the seat acceleration to 14.5 g, however, this is based on Dynamic
Response Index, which, as explained later, will not be used in this study [33].
Helicopter seat designs target either constant loading profiles or profiles that sync with
the human body’s natural dynamic spring rates to improve efficiency while reducing
overshoot [19, 33]. Helicopter seat design also focuses on maximizing the amount of
work done by the EA mechanism before the lumbar spine load peaks, thus reducing injury
potential [33]. Labun et al suggested implementing a design that varies the force of the
EA mechanism dynamically as the seat strokes to improve efficiency [33]. The seats
installed in the U.S. Army Black Hawk helicopter claim to provide protection with crashes
up to 18.3 m/s [19], but it is important to reiterate that the loading profile of a helicopter
crash is vastly different to that of an underbody blast event. Common with the view point
of TARDEC and the U.S. Army, a more biofidelic ATD for vertical loading should be
employed during future helicopter seat assessments, as the Hybrid III ATD was not
designed for vertical blast events and lacks biofidelity under these accelerative conditions.
2.4.

Personal Protective Equipment

Personal protective equipment (PPE), which includes the Army Combat Uniform
(ACU), Improved Outer Tactical Vest (IOTV) with associated gear, and boots, is
traditionally worn in theater by Warfighters and has been shown to have an effect on injury
outcomes during blast events as measured by the small occupant Hybrid III ATD [11].
The addition of PPE, although more realistic to the condition of the Warfighters’
encumbrance during an underbody blast event, adds a layer of complexity with
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evaluation, especially in modeling due to the interaction of the PPE with the body, and
due to the fact that every Warfighter has a unique gear configuration. Studies are limited
on the effects of PPE on injury thresholds, as well. The specific details of PPE is not
public release, further complicating its use in evaluation.

For the purposes of this

research, only a simplified approximation of PPE was used.
2.5.

Underbody Blast Evaluation Methods

To protect Warfighters from underbody blast events, a better understanding of the
interaction between the occupant and the vehicle is needed, as well as knowledge of
occupant kinematics and kinetics. Actual vehicle acceleration data from theater is not
accessible, so alternative methods to obtain vehicle blast data have been devised, such
as live fire blast testing. Military vehicles or generic hulls are subjected to controlled blasts
with representative charges buried in soil prepared similar to that of theater conditions,
and Hybrid III ATDs collect data during the event. Floor acceleration data is recorded at
the base of seats within these vehicles, and those pulses can then be replicated on a
smaller scale for use on drop towers or vertical accelerative loading fixtures to study the
load profile effects on the seating system.

Both ATDs and post-mortem human

surrogates (PMHS), or cadavers, are tested in similar input conditions to closer study the
effects of loading and the effectiveness of mitigation strategies. Programs such as
TARDEC’s Ground System Survivability Interior Blast Mitigation and the Warrior Injury
Assessment Manikin (WIAMan) are leveraging this range of test data to improve
Warfighter safety by focusing on short duration vertical acceleration pulses with high
magnitudes and high input loading rates [2]. Data from the WIAMan program including
input conditions and occupant kinetics were utilized in this research effort.
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3. CHAPTER 3 – ANATOMY AND INJURY ASSESSMENT
3.1.

Pelvis

The critical load path from the EA seat to the upper body during a vertical accelerative
loading event is first through the pelvis and then transmitted superiorly through the lumbar
and into the remainder of the spine. As the pelvis and lower spine complex are the first
to receive the force transfer, these two structures often experience fractures that are more
severe than those sustained in the rest of the load path from the EA seat [4]. An
understanding of the anatomy of the pelvis and lumbar spine complex and the resulting
injuries due to underbody blast is important in developing fracture mitigation strategies.
3.1.1. Pelvis Anatomy
The pelvis, or pelvic girdle, as shown in Figure 3-1, is a bony structure consisting
of right and left innominantes or hip bones, as well as the sacrum (Figure 3-2). Each
innominate is formed during the fusion of three separate bones during puberty: the ilium,
ischium, and pubis. The most inferior protuberance of the pelvic girdle is the ischial
tuberosity; the left and right ischial tuberosities function as two of the three contact points
of the pelvic girdle for load transmission from the seat pan.
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Figure 3-1. Pelvic girdle [22]
The ring shape of the pelvic girdle’s outlet is defined by the medial surfaces of the iliac
wings. It is bounded in the posterior aspect by the sacrum and the anterior aspect by the
pubic symphysis, a joint formed by the left and right pubic rami. The acetabulum, which
houses the femoral head, is a cup-shaped depression formed into the ilium.
The third load contact point for vertical loading is the coccyx, which is connected to
the sacrum. The sacrum is a bony structure formed by the fusion of five vertebrae which
is connected to the right and left ilium via sacroiliac joints consisting of flexible ligaments.
The coccyx is connected to the inferior portion of the sacrum by sacrococcygeal
ligaments, allowing some flexibility in the joint. The sacrum features several pairs of
foramen, or channels through the bone, for the sacral plexus nerves to pass through [41].
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Figure 3-2. Sacrum [22]
3.1.2. Pelvis Injury Classifications
There are several ways to classify the types of pelvic fractures, including the Tile
classification of Type A, B, and C. Type A fractures are rotationally stable [18], meaning
the posterior arch is intact. Type A fractures include avulsion injuries, iliac-wing or
anterior-arch fractures, or transverse sacrococcygeal fractures. Type B fractures are
partially stable, which means that there is an incomplete disruption of the posterior arch
of the pelvis. Type B fractures are further classified as open-book injuries with external
rotation, lateral-compression injuries with internal rotation, or bilateral fractures. Unstable
fractures with complete disruption of the posterior arch are considered Type C fractures.
This most severe category of lesions includes unstable unilateral fractures of the iliac and
sacrum or sacroiliac fracture-dislocation and unstable bilateral fractures [70]. Examples
of Type B and C fractures are shown in Figure 3-3.
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Figure 3-3. Examples of Tile Type B (open book) (left) and Type C (right) fractures [70]
3.1.3. Common Underbody Blast Pelvis Injuries and Injury Thresholds
Most studies focusing on fracture loading for the pelvis and lumbar spine concentrate
on frontal or lateral loading, which corresponds to automotive vehicle crashes for velocity,
duration, and directionality. The focus on understanding of injury thresholds for vertical
loading in an underbody blast event is an emerging field, and data is currently limited but
rapidly being published. The Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS) is often referenced with
respect to assessing the severity of injury, and the latest update to this scale has
incorporated military injuries, but it does not properly account for long-term functional
challenges that accompany underbody blast injuries [2, 34].
Numerous studies of theater data provide details on the most common injuries
reported by occupants involved in underbody blast events. For the purposes of this study,
only skeletal injuries will be discussed. The global motion of the body, previously
described as tertiary blast effects, result in blunt and crush injuries, often with traumatic
brain injuries [28].

Arepally et al describes one of the main injury mechanisms in

underbody blast as the tension and compression of the body during loading, with injury
being caused during the exceedance of elastic tolerances [3]. Injury mechanisms are
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also based on the time duration-dependent aspect of accelerations, forces, and moments
applied to the body [3, 15].

Comparison studies to previous pelvic injury research

demonstrate a distinct difference in resulting injury due to direction of impact, with wellknown injury patterns due to lateral pelvic structures vastly different than those seen in
vertical loading situations [5]. There is also emerging data to support that the rate of
loading can affect the injury patterns and locations within the pelvis and lumbar vertebrae
due to mass recruitment effects [5].
A study by Davis et al [18] determined that more than 26% of the fatalities in OIF/OEF
during 2008 involved combat-related pelvic fractures, with these fracture patterns
classified as much higher severity and lethality than pelvic fractures common to civilian
studies. Pelvic fractures due to underbody blast are characterized as blunt trauma events
and often include concomitant injuries throughout the body. Davis et al found that the
mortality rate for Warfighters sustaining combat-related pelvic fractures was more than
90% based on their specific data set [18]. Type A fractures, or stable fractures, were
more common in the survivor data set, while Type C fractures had the highest mortality
rate. Due to the large number of major blood vessels concentrated in the pelvic girdle,
fractures can lead to hemorrhaging, which is often the cause of death with severe pelvic
fractures [18].
Current underbody blast injury prediction methods are most often based on
automotive injury assessment reference values, which does not fully represent the order
of magnitude for the acceleration and duration of loading for underbody blast [72]. The
WIAMan program, sponsored by the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) was developed
to produce a new biofidelic ATD for use in underbody blast and to provide updated injury
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criteria using post-mortem human surrogate (PMHS) testing in vertical accelerative
loading conditions [72]. The development of this data will be key to fully understanding
how the body reacts to vertical blast loading, building on the currently available ejection
seat injury thresholds. However, data from this program has not yet been fully released,
so injury probability must be based on currently available literature and the emerging
PMHS research from this effort.
According to the WIAMan program, typical underbody blast pelvic injuries, as
determined from an interpretation of tomography reconstructions, include fractures of the
pubic rami, ischium, sacral alar, acetabulum, and sacroiliac joint [68]. These fractures,
except for the pubic rami, are considered partially stable or unstable using the Orthopedic
Trauma Association definition [72]. Weaver et al postulated that the high mortality (46%
of KIA from JTAPIC) related to pelvic fractures may be associated with the severity of the
threat causing additional injuries or the inability to bear weight and safely evacuate from
the vehicle to receive medical attention or avoid additional threats [72].
A recent in-depth review of JTAPIC data by Danelson et al determined that unstable
pelvis fractures were the most common pelvic injury in recent theater events. This review
also differentiated pelvic injuries between standard seats and “extended time with
decreased magnitude (ETDM)” seats, which would be representative of a stroking blast
seat. ETDM seats were much less likely to be involved when severe pelvic fractures were
identified [17].
The latest JTAPIC review by Loftis et al did not list pelvis fractures in the top five most
common injuries for WIA or KIA for OIF, OEF, and OND [34], but this may be due to the
protection provided by blast seats as described by Danelson et al [17].
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Studies have been performed in attempts to understand the best indicator of injury in
underbody blast. Kulkarni et al (2013) stated that the Survivability design community
often relies on the change of velocity (Δv) to define the severity of the pulse, however,
more information is needed, as a specific Δv can be achieved by several combinations of
acceleration and duration. Kulkarni (2013) concluded from a modeling and simulation
analysis using MADYMO that Δv is the best indicator to use when estimating injury
probability [31]. Benesch also stated that Δv, and additionally, displacement, correlates
well to pelvis injuries measured by an ATD [9].
The University of Virginia (UVA) has released several publications highlighting the
preliminary work on their underbody blast research efforts. UVA has performed several
PMHS tests at underbody blast input conditions on their horizontal sled system and have
released thresholds for injury as measured at the seat and pelvis. For their test series,
the seat pan accelerations ranged from 291 to 738 g for 3 ms durations, which aligns with
other published underbody blast seat acceleration ranges.

This acceleration results in

seat velocities of 5.2 to 10.2 m/s [5].
Bailey et al from UVA lists pelvic ring fractures and ischium fractures as common
underbody blast injuries. These fractures should be considered high priority to address,
as the pelvis is key in weight-bearing and ambulation [6]. Bailey et al performed whole
body PMHS testing to simulate underbody blast loading to determine the thresholds of
pelvic fracture as measured at the seat pan and listed the following locations as suffering
fractures due to vertical loading: sacral alar, acetabulum, superior and inferior pubic
ramus, and ischial tuberosity, which demonstrates the variation in pelvic injury due to
underbody blast events [6]. Accelerometers located on the sacrum of these PMHS
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recorded peak accelerations ranging from 100 to 381 g, or velocities from 1.7 to 6.0 m/s
[5]. Although the study was limited to five PMHS, Bailey et al determined that the vertical
injury threshold is approximately a delta velocity of 6.5 m/s over a 5 ms duration at the
seat pan, with a 300 g acceleration peak [6]. A second publication by Bailey et al listed
the injury threshold to be approximately 6.65 to 7.63 m/s at the seat pan [5]. Using a
Weibull Regression analysis, Bailey et al also calculated a 50% pelvis injury probability
to occur at a seat acceleration of approximately 290 g or a sacrum acceleration of about
190 g (resulting in a sacrum velocity of 2.8 m/s) [5].
Danelson et al [16] recently conducted vertical accelerative loading tests on a blast
buck with PMHS and Hybrid III to compare responses in the underbody blast
environment. Blast tests were conducted at a mild and enhanced charge level in efforts
to replicate injuries reported in theater. Danelson et al reported that the Hybrid III has a
stiffer response than the PMHS and cannot accurately replicate lower extremity
kinematics, which is part of the motivation for the WIAMan program. PMHS experienced
fractures to the ischial tuberosities, inferior and superior pubic rami, ilium, and
acetabulum, as shown in Figure 3-4, but these injuries were more severe than those
reported in more recent reviews of theater injuries [34]. Additionally, many specimen had
separations of the sacroiliac joints and pubic symphysis. Fractures occurred between 8
and 14 ms after the initiation of the blast event. PMHS pelvis fractures were recorded
when accelerations measured at the sacrum were above approximately 175 g, which
corresponds to a pelvis velocity of 4 m/s. Danelson et al reported that some of the pelvic
fractures may have been due to a horizontal load input from the pelvis contacting the back
of the seat, specifically fractures to the sacroiliac joint and iliac crest. Pelvic injuries in
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this series seemed to be associated with higher energy events, meaning higher
magnitude and shorter duration accelerations, resulting in high velocities.

Figure 3-4. Pelvis fracture patterns experienced during simulated underbody blast
loading [16]
Yoganandan et al performed a series of underbody blast simulations with PMHS with
varying input pulses ranging from 2.8 to 12.5 m/s with multiple pulse shapes including
triangle and sigmoid. Normalized measured sacrum accelerations ranged from 10 to
approximately 204 g, and spine accelerations were reported from about 12 to 85 g,
demonstrating the energy absorbing properties of the body as the acceleration moves
superiorly. Seat pan forces at injurious levels were as low as approximately 7500 N.
Resultant spine accelerations at injury were as low as approximately 30 g, and resultant
sacrum accelerations for injury were around 30 g [75].
Using the pelvis accelerometer within the Hybrid III, the US Army Aberdeen Test
Center has set the injury threshold for pelvis acceleration at 15 g for low injury risk, 18 g
for medium risk, and 23 g for high risk over a 7 ms interval [66].
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In the Condition A testing for the WIAMan program with 4 m/s in 5 ms input at the floor
and seat interface, the PMHS tested did not sustain injuries with resultant accelerations
at the pelvis up to approximately 70 g and at the T12 location in the z-axis up to
approximately 90 g [49].
Injury thresholds reported in the literature include seat load, velocity and acceleration
and spine and pelvis acceleration, as summarized in Table 3-1. Variations are partially
due to the differences in setup, test fixtures, and instrumentation used for each study.
Additionally, all of these studies had small PMHS sample sizes. For the purposes of this
research, “threshold” refers to the lowest reported force causing fracture from the
literature references. When a range of values was provided, the lowest value of that
range with a pertinent fracture was selected and rounded to the nearest 100.
additional research emerges, these values should be updated.
Table 3-1. Pelvis injury threshold summary
Injury Threshold
6.5 m/s, 5 ms duration, 300 g peak at the seat**
6.65-7.63 m/s at seat pan**
8-14 ms (timing of fracture)
175 g, 4 m/s at pelvis accel**
7500 N at seat, 30 g at spine, 30 g at sacrum**
15 g low, 18 g medium, 23 g high risk at Hybrid III pelvis
accel (7 ms interval)

Occupant
PMHS
PMHS
PMHS
PMHS
PMHS
Hybrid III

Study
Bailey [6]
Bailey [5]
Danelson [16]
Danelson [16]
Yoganandan [75]
Tabiei [66]

**Denotes pertinent threshold for UBB loading
3.2.

Lumbar

The lumbar vertebrae are the next anatomical structure to absorb vertical loading
after the pelvis and sacrum complex.

As
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3.2.1. Lumbar Anatomy
The five vertebrae of the lumbar region form the base of the spine, or vertebral column.
Each vertebrae is separated by a semi-rigid intervertebral disc. The lumbar vertebrae are
numbered from one to five starting with the most superior vertebra and are adjacent to
the twelfth thoracic vertebra superiorly and the sacrum inferiorly. As shown in Figure 3-5,
the vertebral column comprises lumbar, thoracic, and cervical vertebrae. The lumbar and
cervical segments have a lordotic curve, which arches inward, and the thoracic segment
has a kyphotic curve, which arches outward.

Figure 3-5. Vertebral column showing cervical, thoracic, and lumbar segments with
lordotic and kyphotic curvatures [44]
Each vertebrae features a vertebral body, vertebral arch, and seven bony processes
(Figure 3-6). The vertebral body provides support to the spinal column and carries the
force of the body weight. The arch houses and provides protection to the spinal cord.
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The articular processes (superior and inferior) feature surfaces that restrict movement
from one vertebra to the next. The two transverse processes and single spinous process
of each vertebra provide bony surfaces for muscle attachment and movement of the
spinal column [41].

Figure 3-6. Anatomy of lumbar vertebra [22]
Individual vertebrae are connected by a series of ligaments which are critical for
stability and mobility. Ligaments exist between vertebral bodies, vertebral processes, and
facet joints. The various ligaments are shown in Figure 3-7.
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Figure 3-7. Ligaments in the spinal column connect the features of the vertebrae to
provide stability and mobility [61]
3.2.2. Lumbar Injury Classifications
Fractures of the vertebral body can often be classified based on the directionality of
the loading and resulting fracture patterns of the vertebral body. The major classifications
include anterior wedge fractures, burst fractures, dislocations, Chance fractures,
hyperextension injuries, and rotational injuries [30].
Anterior compression or wedge fractures are the most common thoracolumbar injury
and can be caused by underbody blast events or by interaction with three-point restraints
in motor vehicles. Research by King et al proposed that these injuries are due to a
compression and bending mechanism, as the center of gravity of the torso is anterior to
the spine. Along with facet dislocations, anterior wedge fractures can occur during
ejection and severe vertical accelerative events [29, 30]. Anterior wedge fractures are
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characterized by a buckle in the anterior cortex along with a loss of height of the anterior
section of the vertebral body [24, 30].
Burst fractures are a result of high compressive loads on the spine. They are common
during falls when there is a direct impact to the buttocks. Burst fractures can cause
retropulsion of vertebral bone into the spinal canal, which can cause paraplegia [29].
Several examples of burst fracture patterns are shown in Figure 3-8.

Figure 3-8. Various burst fractures showing the four basic patterns of the fracture
and retropulsed fragment in the Atlas et al case study [4]
Chance fractures are flexion-distraction injuries characterized by horizontal fracture
lines through the pedicles without anterior vertebral compression as shown in Figure 3-9.
Ragel et al describes the cause of these fractures as a “hyperflexion of the spine over a
fulcrum located anterior to the vertebral body,” but the exact mechanism of injury due to
an underbody blast has not been determined [51].
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Figure 3-9. Chance fractures sustained by Warfighters in OEF – asterisks denote
fracture locations; arrow denotes anterior vertebral loss of body height [52]
Hyperextension injuries have been noted during aircraft ejection events and are
characterized by an opening of the disc space with resulting damage to the bone [30].
Rotational injuries to the lumbar vertebrae are uncommon, but they are often a
combination of compression and twisting, resulting in a diagonal shearing of the vertebral
complex as shown in Figure 3-10 [30, 38].
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Figure 3-10. Fracture due to rotational injury with dislocation [30, 38]
3.2.3. Common Underbody Blast Lumbar Injuries and Injury Thresholds
The wide range of blast event severities makes it difficult to define the most likely
injury patterns for lumbar vertebrae, but several studies have been published with medical
records listing common fractures due to underbody blast. According to NATO research,
occupants involved in underbody blast events experience spinal bony, ligamentous, and
muscle injuries. Common vertebral fractures include wedge and compression fractures,
as well as spinous and transverse process fractures. Kang et al reported that spine injury
patterns due to high-energy blasts include Chance fractures, low lumbar spine burst
fractures, and lumbosacral dissociation injuries [28]. A study of thoracolumbar fractures
from OEF reported that Chance fractures and burst fractures were prevalent injuries [51].
The human spine is known to be sensitive to the rate of loading, so understanding the
different injury mechanisms for high rate vertical accelerative loading is key to injury
prevention [73].
Early studies on vertical loading injuries to the thoracolumbar spine were
developed to investigate the injuries suffered by jet aircraft pilots during ejection
maneuvers. These pilots primarily sustained anterior wedge fractures between T10 and
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L2 due to the flexion-compression motion of the spine (Figure 3-11). These studies
provided an injury tolerance threshold of approximately 20 g at the thoracolumbar region
for younger occupants under short duration vertical loading [22, 30].

Figure 3-11. Wedge fracture of lumbar vertebra [29].
Stemper et al conducted testing on PMHS lumbar spine segments to replicate
helicopter pilot ejections and helicopter crash vertical loading. Although the loading peak
accelerations are lower than expected in a blast environment at 20-22 g for the ejection
testing and 44-65 g for the crash simulations, the fractures reported from this testing are
representative of vertical loading injuries (Figure 3-12). Both sets of tests resulted in burst
and anterior compression fractures, an inferior migration of injury from L1 to L5 with higher
loading tests [65].
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Figure 3-12. Burst fracture of L3 sustained during Stemper et al helicopter load
simulation testing [65]
Burst fractures are caused by high rate compressive loading on the spine, which
are often accompanied by wedging. Studies by Denis (1983) determined that L1 was the
most likely to be fractured [19, 30]. Willen et al proposed an injury threshold of 8000 N
for tolerance of the thoracolumbar spine to burst fractures [30, 73]. Tests conducted by
Yoganandan et al to replicate ejection seat conditions with lumbar spine fractures resulted
in peak axial forces of 4800 to 7200 N, respectively [74], with peak accelerations of
approximately 14 to 40 g. A separate study by Oxland in 1992 reported that burst
fractures of segments of the lumbar spine occurred at an average of approximately 6000
N, which corresponds to an acceleration of approximately 13 g at fracture [47].
Myklebust et al completed axial compressive loading studies on thoracolumbar
spines and determined that the average failure loading for segmented spines was 2056
± 1468 N, and the average failure loading decreased to 1787 ± 693 N when tested in an
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intact cadaver. This loading often resulted in wedge compression fractures. It should be
noted that these tests were completed at low rates with unique interface conditions, but
provide relevant tolerance data points [42].
Yoganandan et al (2015) determined that peak axial force limits for injury in the
lumbar spine ranged from 5200 N to 7200 N under loading designed to simulate helicopter
crashes [75].

These injuries included compression fractures and bilateral facet

dislocations and registered peak accelerations up to 56 g in the z-axis [75]. This test
series indicated that lumbar spine injuries increase as the vertical acceleration imparted
to them increase, and that the injuries tend to shift inferiorly toward L5 as severity increase
[75].
The recent vertical blast studies carried out by Danelson et al reported mainly
minor or inconsequential damage to the spine due to axial loading, but one PMHS did
have a compression fracture of L4 [16]. This research found that accelerations above
100 g as measured at the lumbar spine in the z-direction were indicative of at least
sustaining minor damage such as fracture of the lateral processes. Danelson et al stated
that the lumbar spine is expected to fracture before the pelvis based on prior research
findings, but the use of a rigid seat in this study may have affected the fracture locations,
as there were limited major lumbar spine fractures in this study. According to this test
series, lumbar spine injury seems to be dependent on high accelerations and resulting
high velocities [16].
As there has been limited studies of the effects of vertical loading on the pelvis and
lumbar spine complex, there are still unknowns on how these two structures interact, but
Danelson et al stated that there is a relationship between fractures in the lumbar spine
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and pelvis regions, which are most likely due to the duration of contact and input energy.
Danielson et al postulated that pelvis fractures seem to be more likely when a PMHS is
tested on a rigid seat with short duration and high energy events [16], which leads one to
believe that the introduction of an energy absorption mechanism to a seat that elongates
the contact duration may cause a migration of injury superior in the body toward the
lumbar spine region.
The recent JTAPIC study by Danelson et al identified compression as the most
common mechanism of injury for fractures of the spine. The spine region was the second
most frequent region of the body to be damaged in this data set. 29% of the reviewed
population experienced lumbar spine injuries. As with the pelvis, the use of an ETDM, or
stroking seat, was less likely to cause spinal injury [17].
Using the lumbar spine load cell within the Hybrid III, the US Army Aberdeen Test
Center has set the injury threshold for lumbar spine axial compression force at 6672 N
(1500 lbs), but according to Chandler, this was determined based on the results of the
Part 572 dummy, or the Hybrid II ATD [15]. They have also specified that the compression
load cannot exceed 3800 N over a 30 ms period [66].
NATO suggests using Dynamic Response Index (DRI) to assess lumbar spine
fracture [44], but numerous studies have determined that DRI is an antiquated
approximation of human injury. DRI is a mechanical model that uses a simple lumped
mass parameter model to simulate the response of the pelvis and spine with a single
spring-mass-damper system.

DRI uses spring and damper coefficients that were

measured from Air Force pilots more than 50 years ago and then related these
coefficients to risk of spinal injury using seat acceleration as an input to the model. With
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the advent of the Hybrid III anthropomorphic test device (ATD), a direct measurement of
lumbar spine compressive force can be measured, which takes into account the energy
absorption properties of the seat foam and human body, and this is a much improved
representation of lumbar spine response. DRI cannot be measured from the pelvis
accelerometer of the ATD, as this leads to unrealistic responses, as it was designed for
seat pan acceleration [15]. DRI also assumes that the occupant is in a perfect upright
posture, which is often not representative [15]. While ATD lumbar spine load is a realtime response of the body, DRI can be affected by late data beyond the initial
compression duration and also assumes linear human response, which is unrealistic [69].
For the purposes of this research, DRI will not be used.
Table 3-2 contains a summary of the PMHS and Hybrid III injury thresholds
reviewed in this chapter. Many of the studies conducted were at lower loading rates than
experienced during underbody blast or at load ranges above injury tolerance, but these
studies provide a general overview of the range of loading tolerated by the spine. For the
purposes of this research, “threshold” refers to the lowest reported force causing fracture
from the literature references. When a range of values was provided, the lowest value of
that range with a pertinent fracture was selected. As additional research emerges, these
values should be updated.
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Table 3-2. Lumbar spine injury threshold summary
Injury Threshold
8000 N (burst fx)
20-22 g, 44-65 g
20 g at thoracolumbar region
6000 N, 13 g
5200-7200 N, 56 g**
100 g**
2056 N
1787 N
6672 N peak measured at lumbar load cell,
3800 N over 30 ms period

Occupant
PMHS
PMHS
PMHS
PMHS
PMHS
PMHS
PMHS segmented lumbar
PMHS
Hybrid III

**Denotes pertinent threshold for UBB loading

Study
Willen [73]
Stemper [65]
Evans [22]
Oxland [47]
Yoganandan [75]
Danelson [16]
Myklebust [42]
Myklebust [42]
Tabiei [66]
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4. CHAPTER 4 – RESEARCH PROPOSAL
4.1.

Research Proposal

Although there are several EA blast seats commercially available, the effort to
determine optimal force and deflection profiles based on common blast pulses has not
yet been undertaken. This research utilized MADYMO to perform a sensitivity study on
the loading profiles of generic EA devices with varying pulses that can be implemented
within the laws of physics.
The University of Virginia (UVA) has been involved in the WIAMan program and has
conducted multiple test case conditions with both the 50th percentile Hybrid III ATD and
PMHS on their horizontal sled system to replicate underbody blast loading. The WIAMan
program developed several specific sub-injurious test conditions designed to replicate
underbody blast in a laboratory setting using the UVA sled with a rigid seat. The pulses
described in Figure 4-1 (floor), Figure 4-2 (seat), and Table 4-1 represent Condition A
from the WIAMan program and Condition B from the Bailey et al studies, both tested at
UVA [5, 49]. The velocity traces are shown in Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4. Both floor and
seat accelerations were applied to the model, as there was a slight offset in the pulses,
and exact pulse data was required for validation.
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Figure 4-1. Input acceleration pulse for sub-injurious Condition A (blue) and injurious
Condition B (red) at the floor as measured on the UVA sled

Figure 4-2. Input acceleration pulse for sub-injurious Condition A (blue) and injurious
Condition B (red) at the seat as measured on the UVA sled
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Figure 4-3. Input velocity pulse for sub-injurious Condition A (blue) and injurious
Condition B (red) at the floor as measured on the UVA sled

Figure 4-4. Input velocity pulse for sub-injurious Condition A (blue) and injurious
Condition B (red) at the seat as measured on the UVA sled
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Table 4-1. Sled input velocity conditions [49]
Condition

Floor
Velocity

A
B

4
10.4

Floor
Velocity
Time-toPeak
(ms)
5
4.6

Seat Velocity
(m/s)

Seat
Velocity
Time-toPeak (ms)

Injury
Condition

4
10

5
5.7

Sub-injurious
Injurious

Condition A is a rigid seat condition with the occupant seated in a “90/90/90” posture,
meaning that the ankle, knee, and hip joints are all at 90 degrees to each other as shown
in Figure 4-5. UVA conducted four PMHS tests in this configuration. The input velocity
is 4 m/s with a 5 ms time-to-peak, resulting in no recorded injuries to the PMHS tested in
the pelvis, lumbar spine, thoracic spine, or lower extremities, or an AIS of 0. Condition B
is similar, but with a 10 m/s input velocity with a 5 ms time-to-peak. Three PMHS were
tested in this configuration. In PMHS testing at this input, injuries included rami, sacral,
acetabular, and ischial tuberosity fractures, as well as an L5 transverse process fracture.
Lower extremity injuries included calcaneus, metatarsal, and tibia plafond fractures [5],
confirming the higher input configuration.

Figure 4-5. Lateral view of underbody blast simulator sled at UVA [49]
This research was divided into four specific aims which will be further described in the
next section:
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1. Hybrid III Rigid Seat Validation: Validate Hybrid III ATD model response in rigid
seat replicating UVA’s underbody blast simulation sled testing for sub-injurious
Condition A. For the purposes of this research, validation refers to a Correlation
and Analysis (CORA) score of Good or Excellent as further explained in Chapter
5.
2. Human Body Model Rigid Seat Validation
a. Condition A: Validate Human Body Model (HBM) response in rigid seat
replicating UVA’s underbody blast simulation sled testing with PMHS for
sub-injurious Condition A.
b. Condition B: Validate HBM response with injurious Condition B in rigid
seat.
3. Seat Optimization with Human Body Model: Vary force and deflection
properties of energy absorbing seat and run parametric sensitivity study with HBM
to reduce acceleration and forces in pelvis and lower spine region for injurious
Condition B.

Optimization study will utilize software to alter properties of

translational joint between floor and seat within 6” stroke limitation with the goal of
reducing pelvis and lower spine response to below injurious thresholds per
literature research.
4. Hybrid III Output from Optimized Seat: Verify Hybrid III response with injurious
Condition B in rigid seat, then apply optimal force and deflection properties of
energy absorbing seat and determine acceleration in pelvis and lower spine forces
for Hybrid III ATD model for Condition B input data. As most seat manufacturers
leverage the Hybrid III ATD as a surrogate for a PMHS in seat evaluations, the
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resulting Hybrid III ATD lumbar spine force and pelvis acceleration values that
represent minimal injuries in the human body model will provide industrial EA seat
manufacturers with target Hybrid III injury criteria to optimize current and future EA
mechanisms to reduce Warfighter injury during underbody blast events.
4.2.

Specific Aim Details

The following sections provide a detailed description of the specific aims of this
research.
4.2.1. Hybrid III Rigid Seat Validation
The first phase of this project was the validation of the Hybrid III 50th percentile male
ATD model within MADYMO in a rigid seat model. The acceleration pulses from the UVA
sled testing in Condition A as measured at the floor and seat were used as the input to
the model, and the time-history data from the Hybrid III ATD instrumentation was
compared between the MADYMO model and experimental results to validate positioning
and ATD kinetics of the occupant.
Figure 4-6 shows the Hybrid III model installed in the horizontal sled simulation within
MADYMO. Separate floor and seat acceleration pulses were required as inputs to the
model due to an offset and slight difference in the UVA seat and floor loading profiles.
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Figure 4-6. MADYMO model of Hybrid III in rigid seat
4.2.2. Human Body Model Rigid Seat Validation
After the rigid seat model was validated with the Hybrid III ATD, the HBM was
positioned in the rigid seat model according to the UVA and WIAMan positioning
procedure as described in a later section. The same Condition A input was modeled, and
the time-history data from the accelerometers in the PMHS was compared to the data
output at the same locations in the MADYMO model (Specific Aim 2a).
The floor and seat accelerations from Condition A were then replaced with the
injurious pulses from Condition B, and the HBM was validated against the PMHS
response (Specific Aim 2b).
4.2.3. Seat Optimization with Human Body Model
Once the rigid seat model was validated with the HBM with the input from injurious
Condition B, the rigid attachment between the seat and floor models was replaced with a
translational joint with varying spring and damper properties. These properties were
altered in a parametric sensitivity study to minimize the accelerations and forces as
measured in the pelvis and lower spine, thus reducing the probability of injury with
injurious Condition B inputs. The minimized accelerations and forces were compared to
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current literature on the fracture limits of the pelvis and lumbar vertebrae as previously
described. Optimization software was used for the parametric study.
4.2.4. Hybrid III Output from Optimized Seat
As most seat manufacturers leverage the Hybrid III ATD as a surrogate for a PMHS
in seat evaluations, the optimized force and deflection properties determined in the
sensitivity study were applied to the translational joint and the model was executed again
with the Hybrid III ATD to provide expected pelvis acceleration and lumbar spine
compressive forces that equated to the least injurious measurements from the HBM.
These values provided industrial EA seat manufacturers with target injury criteria to
optimize current and future EA mechanisms to reduce Warfighter injury during underbody
blast events.
4.3.

Simulation Details

The simulation for this research revolved around a simplified model of a generic seat
on a floor plane connected with a translational joint constraint to evaluate the optimal
force and deflection properties based on several vertical accelerative loading inputs using
MADYMO.
4.4.1. Software
MADYMO was utilized in conjunction with modeFRONTIER, an optimization
software, in this research to optimize the force and deflection properties in EA seats using
occupant models. MADYMO is a software package from TASS International, Inc., that is
commonly used in the automotive industry to analyze occupant safety and is known for
being quick and accurate for assessment of injury risk [53]. More recently, MADYMO has
been used by the Army Research Laboratories and TARDEC for military applications [59].
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This software can utilize human body or anthropomorphic test device models to measure
response data to a seat interface during a blast event. It allowed for the analysis of a high
number of iterative simulations to optimize the modeled spring-damper system while
reporting out lumbar spine compressive load and pelvis acceleration, which was then
interpreted against PMHS data [35].
The MADYMO software package includes solvers and workspaces that can
combine various analyses of the models and simulations to produce animations, videos,
and time history data traces [59]. MADYMO combines lumped parameter, rigid body, and
finite element analysis into one computational model and leverages Newton-Euler
equations of motion for its evaluations [3]. One of the important features of MADYMO
that was critical for this research is the ability to implement specific characteristics of the
joint restraints to control the seat EA response, which included elastic loading, friction
coefficients, and damping characteristics.

Hysteresis, initial strains, and dynamic

amplifications could also be added [59]. MADYMO can also provide acceleration and
position time history data, as well as record forces throughout the modeled system at
prescribed nodes, which was important in this analysis to evaluate the effectiveness of
the EA features as measured by the seat and occupant [59]. MADYMO also features a
post-processor, Objective Rating, which was initially employed to compare peaks, timing,
and other metrics to assess the effectiveness of each EA iteration using Correlation and
Analysis (CORA) techniques [59].
Alternate software packages such as LS-DYNA can also be used in underbody
blast modeling, however, a comparative study by Kulkarni et al (2013) demonstrated that
there were no significant differences in outcome between MADYMO and LS-DYNA
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models for underbody blast modeling with a Hybrid III model. They also found that the
MADYMO run times were significantly less than that of LS-DYNA, allowing more
simulations to be conducted in a shorter time period [31]. Similarly, Shukla compared
MADYMO to the Articulated Total Body Model used by the US Army Research
Laboratory’s Survivability/Lethality Analysis Directorate (ARL/SLAD) and also found that
MADYMO was superior for blast modeling for occupant analysis [59]. Given that this
research is interested in a sensitivity study to evaluate the decrease in pelvis and lower
spine loading, it was determined that the lumped parameter occupant models were
sufficient in providing comparative results.
4.4.2. Seat Model
This analysis was conducted on a rigid seat in a generic sled model with a
representative floor pan to receive the initial blast loading input as shown in Figure 4-7.
The MADYMO model was developed using rigid bodies representing the sled rail, the
sled system, and the rigid seat. The surfaces of the seat and floor were non-deformable,
while linked with a rigid or translational joint. The seat and floor were modeled as simple
planes, as this research was not focused on floor or seat deformations, and all laboratory
testing that was referenced for injury thresholds used non-deformable rigid seat pans.
Based on the original experimental setup, the sled system was set to 77 kg, the moving
seat mass was 27.2 kg, and the moving floor platen was 27.9 kg which is representative
of the UVA sled system. The floor plate and seat plates were on independent rail systems
from the main sled system. The seat back was independent of the moving seat platen,
but was connected to the seat pan in the model to provide a surface for the occupant’s
back to react against, as the full sled system was not modeled. General dimensions
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including seat pan width, depth, and height above the floor as well as the seat back height
and restraint anchorage positions were replicated. The seat pan and back were in a 90
degree configuration to match the original PMHS test setups [49].
Translational joints were implemented to connect the floor to the sled rigid body,
and a second translational joint was placed between the rigid seat and the floor. This
second joint could be locked to represent a solid connection between the floor and seat,
and the joint was created to allow for altering its force and deflection properties for later
portions of the research. Due to an offset in timing between the floor and seat inputs, this
joint was left unlocked and separate floor and seat input accelerations were applied to the
node. Contacts were established between the Hybrid III model and the seat pan, seat
back, and floor, and a gravitational force was applied to the system to ensure the occupant
model experienced the same initial conditions as the physical testing.
For Specific Aims 3 and 4, the constraints of the translational joint between the
floor and seat represented an EA mechanism with force and deflection coefficients. The
force and deflection coefficients were tuned to limit motion of the seat to no more than six
(6) inches, which was representative of allowable stroke distances in military vehicles and
has been used in previous blast mitigation seat studies as a limiting factor [3, 53].
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Figure 4-7. Basic seat and floor setup in MADYMO using planes [59]
Five-point restraints were included in this model, but they did not affect the
resulting injury prediction as the effectiveness of restraints was not realized until after the
initial compressive loading was complete and during the slam-down phase when the
vehicle returns to earth. The upward movement of the vehicle and resulting downward
movement of the occupant was not affected by restraints, and as typical blast events last
about 20 ms [31], injuries will have occurred due to the force transmission before the
restraints would engage the occupant, however, an artificial “slingshot” effect was noted
later in the data trace from the seat being pulled toward the occupant rapidly as the
occupant is moving away from the seat. This was an unrealistic artifact of the MADYMO
model and was not considered as a valid response. Restraints were adjusted about the
occupant model using the belt fit wizard integrated in the MADYMO software [59].
Several simulation studies have been conducted involving basic EA systems in
generic seats, providing baseline estimates that were leveraged in determining a start
point for this research. Kulkarni et al (2013) used two EA profiles, a stiffer and softer step
function pulse at 15 kN and 7.5 kN limits [31]. Arepally et al used an EA profile that was
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limited to 254 mm of deflection and was actuated at 4 kN with a gradual increase with
loading [3]. Optimization software was used to vary the spring and damper properties to
minimize lumbar spine and pelvis force. The translational joint only allowed movement in
the axial direction.
Within the six inch displacement limitation, a sensitivity study was conducted by
varying the spring and damper properties within the translational joint between the seat
and floor planes. The optimization process included varying the force limit to engage
stroking and the overall limiting stroke distance within a linear profile. Example load
displacement characteristics from the Desjardins helicopter study are shown in Figure
4-8. Helicopter seat design tends toward concepts that display the most constant loaddisplacement characteristics, which may be similar to the needs of blast seats [20]. The
EA mechanism must also account for occupant weight and seat weight, as this can affect
the final characteristics.

Figure 4-8. Varying load displacement curves from crashworthy helicopter seats [20]
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4.4.3. Occupant Models
The simulations were conducted with both the 50th percentile active HBM and
Hybrid III 50th percentile ATD ellipsoid model that are native to MADYMO. The MADYMO
active HBM had all muscles deactivated to simulate the PMHS response.
4.4.3.1.

Hybrid III

The Hybrid III model comprised a number of rigid-body elements represented as
ellipsoids, hyper-ellipsoids, or planes (Figure 4-9). The model contained 211 bodies; 50
bodies were used for the jacket, and 6 bodies were required for each shoe. Some of the
bodies were linked together as groups when multiple bodies are required to form a
component, such as the jacket. The spinebox comprised three bodies to represent the
spine, upper load cell, and lower load cell to replicate the actual Hybrid III geometry. The
lumbar spine was constructed of seven bodies, where five comprised the spine and two
bodies represent the load cells. The pelvis contained three bodies and three joints to
represent the physical ATD pelvis. Each rigid element had a center of gravity, mass, and
associated mass moment of inertia. The elements were connected by various joints,
including bracket, hinge, and ball-and-socket joints to represent the actual Hybrid III ATD.
Each joint had specific damping and friction properties assigned, as well [59]. Additional
details on the model construction are available in the MADYMO dummy model manual
[36]. The Hybrid III model was capable of measuring accelerations, forces, and moments
in the major body segments including lumbar spine and pelvis [3].

MADYMO

automatically filtered each ATD channel with its associated CFC filter according to the
SAE J211 standard [58]. Accelerations were compared between the Hybrid III and the
HBM in similar locations, such as the S1 on the pelvis, which was also a location used in
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PMHS testing [72]. The specific channels compared for the Hybrid III validation are listed
in Table 4-2.

Figure 4-9. Hybrid III model in MADYMO [37]
Table 4-2. Validation channels used for Hybrid III model
Hybrid III and Rig Channels –
Legs
Tibia Ax
Tibia Az
Lower Tibia Fx
Lower Tibia Fz
Lower Tibia My
Upper Tibia Fx
Upper Tibia Fz
Upper Tibia My
Floor Load Cell

Hybrid III and Rig Channels –
Upper Body
Pelvis Ax
Pelvis Az
Lumbar Fx
Lumbar Fz
Lumbar My
Seat Load Cell

One of the issues with using the Hybrid III model was that it was designed for
frontal impacts in commercial vehicles, not high rate vertical accelerative loading in
military applications.

Additionally, blast pulses are often up to ten times larger in

magnitude and one-fifth the duration of a frontal impact [32], and injury mechanisms at
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these high rates are not fully understood. However, as a vertical blast ATD has not yet
been released for use, the Hybrid III is the current tool used to assess underbody blast
occupant injuries in physical testing, so determining the forces, moments, and
accelerations of the Hybrid III model will allow a correlation to the HBM with the potential
for future physical validation testing.
4.4.3.2.

Human Body Model

The MADYMO facet active HBM was used for comparison to PMHS (Figure
4-10a). The HBM featured separate vertebrae as rigid bodies connected with kinematic
joints, and the pelvis bone was deformable. The skin was a deformable feature, as well,
to properly mimic that of a real human [21]. This model uses facet surfaces as the outside
geometry to interact with environmental structures, such as the seat surface. The model
comprised 186 bodies, of which 178 were rigid and 8 were flexible. These bodies were
connected by joints and contacts with varying properties to represent human muscles and
ligaments. The facet model was composed of branches that connected the trunk and
limbs together.
The spine was representative of the human spine, with ellipsoid rigid bodies for
each separate cervical, thoracic, and lumbar vertebra (Figure 4-10b and c). In addition
to the single vertebral body ellipsoid, the cervical vertebrae also contained ellipsoids to
represent the transverse and spinous processes. Each vertebral body ellipsoid was
connected by free joints with a lumped joint restraint providing resistance to represent the
actual human biofidelic response of the intervertebral discs, ligaments, and muscles.
Initially, the spine was positioned to represent the curvature of an erect standing person.
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The rotational position of each vertebral body could be set by the user to alter the posture
of the model as needed.

Figure 4-10. MADYMO active HBM (a), HBM spine and pelvis model (b), and spine
flexible body details (c) [35]
Instrumentation used during the PMHS testing is shown in Figure 4-11 [49], which
included accelerometers and strain gages. The validation of the HBM was conducted
using the channels listed in Table 4-3. Strain gage data was not used in the HBM
validation.
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Figure 4-11. PMHS Instrumentation included accelerometers at T12 and S1 [49]
Table 4-3. Validation channels used for human body model
PMHS and Rig Channels –
Legs
Foot Az
Distal Tibia Ax
Distal Tibia Az
Distal Femur Ax

4.4.3.3.

PMHS and Rig Channels – Upper
Body
Pelvis Ax
Pelvis Az
T12 Ax
T12 Az
T8 Ax
T8 Az
T5 Ax
T5 Az
T1 Ax
T1 Az

Positioning

Proper positioning was used to reflect the “90/90/90” posture, which represents 90
degree angles at the ankles, knees, and pelvis to torso, which is similar to that used in
PMHS and Hybrid III laboratory testing [49]. The positions for PMHS were based off of
the Seated Soldier Study performed at the University of Michigan Transportation
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Research Institute which determined the relative locations of anatomical landmarks that
represent the 90/90/90 posture of the US Warfighter population [49]. The Hybrid III was
positioned according to Pietsch et al [49]. The starting locations of the ankles, knees,
and femurs were set to 90 degree angles, and the pelvis was oriented such that it
achieved a tilt angle of approximately 45 degrees. The head was rotated to match the
head orientation of the physical test. The final orientations of the joints were slightly
different due to the joint position variation conducted during the validation process.
The seating posture of the two models was slightly different because of the
geometric variations between their external surfaces [21]. Previous studies employing
both Hybrid III and HBMs in MADYMO have noted differences in the models, including
differences in flesh deformation around the waist and thigh regions, which has been
confirmed in laboratory testing as well, and with difficulties with the setting the Hybrid III
back against the seat and achieving a horizontal Frankfort plane [16]. The curvature of
the spines are different, as well, with the ATD spine being more curved, especially in the
lumbar spine region while in the seated posture [21]. The Hybrid III ATD and model do
not have the same spine segmentation as the HBM. In the Dooge et al study, the ATD
spine model had a lower stiffness and did not represent the human kinematics well. The
lower stiffness of the spine provided less acceleration transmission to the head in these
models, as well. The pelvis of the ATD model, however, was much stiffer than that of the
human model due to material property differences. This manifested in faster pelvis
acceleration responses and higher peak values [21]. Bailey et al performed matched pair
testing with PMHS and Hybrid III ATDs in underbody blast simulation events. Comparison
of the pelvis acceleration data demonstrates the stiffness of the Hybrid III pelvis compared
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to the PMHS, with a sharp rise to peak in the acceleration data. The Hybrid III pelvis
design is overall less compliant than human bone, and there is a lack of flesh under the
ischial tuberosities, both of which alter pelvic response [6]. Although testing of the Hybrid
III in a separate study at the University of Virginia showed consistent responses, the
overall ATD response was stiffer than the PMHS and was considered to over-predict
injury in a vertical accelerative loading condition [62]. Danelson et al reported that the
Hybrid III pelvis had a lower acceleration but higher time to peak, as well as higher velocity
as measured at the pelvis when compared to the PMHS in matched pair testing [16].
Sources of variation between Hybrid III and PMHS response may also have been due to
the phasing and mass recruitment of the body under loading [61], but as previously
mentioned, the Hybrid III is the only tool currently publicly available to assess injury in
underbody blast.
Based on existing simulations and PMHS testing, the HBM was positioned in the
seat to represent a pelvis angle between 35º and 45º as measured on the plane from the
anterior superior iliac spines (ASIS) to the center of the pubic symphysis as shown in
Figure 4-12 [72, 61]. The Hybrid III was likewise positioned to maximize similarities in
posture. The angles between the vertebral bodies in the HBM were adjusted to represent
the seated posture in the rigid seat.

Figure 4-12. Pelvis angle plane measured on PMHS [72]
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4.4.4. Accelerative Pulse
Blast events are completely unique due to the variation in charge type, burial
depth, vehicle design, and vehicle stand-off, so it was deemed necessary to develop
representative pulses that could be employed for modeling and physical sled testing to
ensure consistency when evaluating human tolerance and response to high rate loading.
The resources required to model a blast event in a simulation program and the variability
introduced in the modeling from the phenomena that are present in an actual blast add
complexity that would convolute the focus of this study, including the need to account for
soil mechanics, shock physics, and structural dynamics, hence the decision to model the
seat as a stand-alone system using pulses already developed to represent actual live fire
events [21].

Many experienced modelers state that it is common practice to sacrifice

simulation accuracy for efficiency when developing unique and complex blast models
[21]. Furthermore, it is difficult to use actual blast data, either from theater or live fire
testing, as it is of a sensitive nature and often classified and not available for public
domain forums, along with the lack of human or Hybrid III data in these events for
validation purposes [21].
During live fire testing, accelerations are measured at a rigid location such as a
structural floor beam, pillar, or roof joint within the vehicle [32]. Due to the infinite
combinations of vehicles and threat sizes, there is no standardized blast pulse, although
there are several publications listing typical attributes of blast pulses. Kulkarni et al (2014)
stated that blast pulses are typically triangular in shape [32]. Laboratory investigations at
the University of Virginia (UVA) using PMHS to investigate injuries from underbody blast
events report using 4 m/s pulses with 5 ms and 20 ms times to peak on a horizontal sled
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apparatus [61]. The associated accelerations measured at the seat were 135 g and 54 g
[61]. In these tests, reported lumbar spine peak compressive forces were 9.1 kN and 6.4
kN, respectively, with pelvis accelerations of 156 g and 58 g [61]. Arepally et al provided
a range of pulses that are common, from 20 g with a 30 ms duration to 350 g with a 5 ms
duration in a half sine shape (Figure 4-13) [3]. Tabiei et al used a 171 g pulse with a 5
ms duration in a primarily triangular shape in his investigation of EA mechanisms [66].
Alem et al performed live fire testing of an undisclosed military truck and reported a floor
velocity of 19.4 m/s but a peak acceleration of 119 g [68]. The wide variation of blast
pulses was also attributed to the types of filters applied to the data and what kind of
accelerometers that were used during testing, as some provided mechanical dampening
and filtering, thus changing the signal.

Figure 4-13. Generic mine blast pulse examples from literature [3]
Based on representative live fire blast data collected, the WIAMan program
developed target accelerative load profiles to use in biomechanical research to
investigate the role of high energy loading into PMHS. The WIAMan program developed
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several specific pulses based on exploratory testing that determined the threshold seat
input delta velocity to cause injury in PMHS pelvis and lower spine complexes, which
were the basis behind Condition A. Condition A was a considered sub-injurious pulse,
as the majority of PMHS tested at this conditions did not experience skeletal injury, which
allowed for a better understanding of biofidelic response to loading without interrupting
the load path by skeletal fracture. Condition B was collected in a separate study at UVA
to investigate underbody blast injuries and was considered an injurious pulse. Condition
A and Condition B floor pulses are shown below in Figure 4-14.

Figure 4-14. Condition A (blue) and Condition B (red) input pulses for floor
Similar to existing simulations, the blast pulse was input as a base excitation to the
floor and seat base via the planar floor model in the global x-direction, which locally
represented a z-direction loading to the horizontal sled system [31].
4.4.5. Rationale and Expected Outcomes
The goal of this research was to produce a tool that could determine optimal
combinations of force and deflection properties using the rigid seat model by varying
translational joint properties for an injurious input floor acceleration pulse. As there are
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limited EA seat design guidelines for occupant protection, this research hopes to start a
foundation for a better understanding of how EA mechanism design directly affects the
vertical forces and accelerations imparted to the pelvis and lower spine.
Success of the force/deflection profiles was determined via the acceleration and
force outputs reported by the HBM at the pelvis and lower spine complex, which were
compared to the injury limits of current PMHS testing.

These force and deflection

properties were then simulated with the Hybrid III model to determine an approximate
pelvis acceleration and lumbar spine compressive force that corresponded to the
minimized injury risk in the HBM.
It is the researcher’s hope that this tool to develop force and deflection profiles can
be leveraged for the design of real EA mechanisms produced by EA seat manufacturers.
It is important that the manufacturer understands that the addition of cushion, flexible seat
pans, and seat adjustment mechanisms can all change the predicted performance of the
EA mechanism, and that an occupant’s use of arm rests can artificially circumvent the
effectiveness of an EA mechanism by unloading the pelvis through the diversion of force
to the occupant’s elbows [15].
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5. CHAPTER 5 – SPECIFIC AIM 1 – INITIAL HYBRID III VALIDATION
5.1.

Specific Aim 1 – Hybrid III Rigid Seat Validation – Model Conditions

As previously explained, the initial sled setup in MADYMO required validation prior to
altering the properties of the translational joint between the floor and seat. The Hybrid III
testing was used for this validation, as the Hybrid III is a recognized test measurement
device with multiple sensors throughout the ATD to compare to actual test data.
To achieve model correlation with the standard Hybrid III ATD model offered by
MADYMO, contact characteristics were altered between the floor and shoe and between
the pelvis and seat. The original Hybrid III model was stiffer in response for the lower leg
and delayed in loading for the lumbar spine when compared to the experimental testing
response. The internal joint properties of the Hybrid III model could not be altered in
MADYMO, as the model is encrypted. The standard shoe does not have the same energy
absorption properties as that of the desert style military combat boot used in the physical
testing, so a stress-strain curve for the boots was provided by UVA and imported to the
model as a force-deflection property to allow the use of an MB-MB (multibody)
relationship between the shoes and floor. This stress-strain relationship was derived from
testing at impact velocities representing underbody blast at UVA. At the time of this
research, the boot properties had not been published but has been presented at
conferences [62, 64].

Slight variations in scale were employed to improve model

correlation by applying constant multipliers to the force and deflection axes to
compensate for the existing MADYMO shoe properties that were encrypted within the
model. The input force-deflection curve is shown in Figure 5-1.
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Figure 5-1. Force (N) deflection (m) properties from MADYMO for boot/floor contact
Similarly, new external contact characteristics between the ATD pelvis and rigid seat
bottom were created. As the MADYMO ATD model was created for frontal impacts, there
was limited model correlation to the interaction between the pelvis and the seat, and the
correlation that was conducted was not at blast-representative velocities. Data from a
measurement system validation test of the Hybrid III pelvis in TARDEC’s Component
Impact Simulator (CIS) (Figure 5-2) was used to create a force-deflection curve for the
contact characteristic as shown in Figure 5-3. This testing was conducted at sub-injurious
blast loading velocity (2 m/s in 10 ms) to prevent pelvis punch-through. The loading
function was derived directly from the CIS testing, and the unloading function is a scaled
version of the loading function. Hysteresis was incorporated in the function and altered
to match the Hybrid III loading and unloading curves from the UVA test. A damping
coefficient was also introduced to improve model correlation.
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Figure 5-2. TARDEC’s Component Impact Simulator

Figure 5-3. Force (N) deflection (m) properties for pelvis/seat contact
Exact ATD positioning was not available, as joint location coordinate data was not
recorded, so the model was positioned based on video of the test and data analysis.
Several parameters were varied to achieve correlation, such as hip, knee, and ankle
angles, and these parameters were varied to improve model correlation.
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5.2.

Specific Aim 1 – Hybrid III Rigid Seat Validation – Objective Rating

The Objective Rating software within the MADYMO software suite was utilized to
judge the overall fit of the simulation output to the UVA test results described in Chapter
4 as only one experimental curve was available. Within Objective Rating, the overall
CORA score along with Corridor and Cross Correlation scores are reported as shown in
Figure 5-4. CORA evaluates the fit of the curve on a point-by-point basis. The Corridor
portion judges how well the simulation curve matches the reference curve within a two
standard deviation window, with a score of 1 for a perfect fit and a 0 if the simulation curve
is not within the corridor. The Cross Correlation portion combines scores from how well
the simulation curve matches the reference curve from phasing, size, and shape [49].

Figure 5-4. CORA rating breakdown [49]
The rating of each channel follows that of the WIAMan program, which is derived from
ISO 9790, the biofidelity assessment of the WorldSID ATD (Table 5-1) [49]. As the focus
of this model was to evaluate z-axis biofidelity, the target CORA score for z-axis channels
was 65% or above, or a Good rating. X-axis motion was of minor importance to monitor
for overall kinematics and is thus presented. The key channels evaluated included floor
contact force, lower and upper tibia forces, tibia acceleration, pelvis acceleration, lumbar
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spine forces, and seat contact force. Y-axis motion was only reported for moments for the
tibia and lumbar spine.
Table 5-1. Biofidelity rating scheme [49]
Biofidelity Rating
Excellent
Good
Fair
Marginal
Unacceptable

CORA Score
85% ≤ Score ≤ 100%
65% ≤ Score < 85%
44% ≤ Score < 65%
26% ≤ Score < 44%
0% ≤ Score < 26%

The settings for CORA are listed in Table 5-2. The default settings were used for
this evaluation, and the time period of rating was set to 50 ms.
Table 5-2. MADYMO Objective Rating CORA settings.
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The Objective Ratings for the Condition A Hybrid III validation are displayed in Table
5-3. The z-axis channels for tibia force and acceleration and lumbar spine force were all
in the Good category. The seat load cell rated as Excellent. The pelvis acceleration and
lumbar spine force were in general inversely related – as one improved, the other
degraded in score, due to pelvis punch-through, where the metal pelvis penetrates
through the pelvis flesh, causing metal-to-metal contact with the seat. The pelvis Az
channel had high spikes from the metal-to-metal contact, but the pelvis Fz force did not
demonstrate the same sensitivity and high spikes. Efforts to increase the pelvis Az in the
simulation resulted in overshoot in the peak for lumbar Fz. Similarly, lower and upper
tibia forces were often inversely related – an improvement in upper tibia Fz lowered the
score for lower tibia Fz. This is likely due to the construction of the tibia tube, which was
angled, as well as the slight inherent rotation of the floor platen during the loading period.
The focus was on lower tibia Fz since it was closer to the loading, but the angle of the
tibia tube and rotation of the floor platen caused a difference in force distribution between
the Fx and Fz axes of the upper tibia.
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Table 5-3. CORA scores for Condition A Hybrid III validation

The plots comparing the actual Hybrid III data from the UVA testing against the
simulation Hybrid III data for Condition A are contained in Figure 5-5 through Figure 5-21.
In general, phasing and peaks are aligned between the actual and simulation data in the
z-direction.

Figure 5-5. Floor load cell comparing actual Hybrid III (black) against the MADYMO
simulation (red)
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Figure 5-6. Seat load cell comparing actual Hybrid III (black) against the MADYMO
simulation (red)

Figure 5-7. Tibia Ax comparing actual Hybrid III (black) against the MADYMO simulation
(red)
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Figure 5-8. Tibia Az comparing actual Hybrid III (black) against the MADYMO simulation
(red)

Figure 5-9. Tibia Resultant Acceleration comparing actual Hybrid III (black) against the
MADYMO simulation (red)
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Figure 5-10. Lower Tibia Fx comparing actual Hybrid III (black) against the MADYMO
simulation (red)

Figure 5-11. Lower Tibia Fz comparing actual Hybrid III (black) against the MADYMO
simulation (red)
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Figure 5-12. Lower Tibia My comparing actual Hybrid III (black) against the MADYMO
simulation (red)

Figure 5-13. Upper Tibia Fx comparing actual Hybrid III (black) against the MADYMO
simulation (red)
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Figure 5-14. Upper Tibia Fz comparing actual Hybrid III (black) against the MADYMO
simulation (red)

Figure 5-15. Upper Tibia My comparing actual Hybrid III (black) against the MADYMO
simulation (red)
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Figure 5-16. Pelvis Ax comparing actual Hybrid III (black) against the MADYMO
simulation (red)

Figure 5-17. Pelvis Az comparing actual Hybrid III (black) against the MADYMO
simulation (red)
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Figure 5-18. Pelvis Resultant Acceleration comparing actual Hybrid III (black) against
the MADYMO simulation (red)

Figure 5-19. Lumbar Fx comparing actual Hybrid III (black) against the MADYMO
simulation (red)
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Figure 5-20. Lumbar Fz comparing actual Hybrid III (black) against the MADYMO
simulation (red)

Figure 5-21. Lumbar My comparing actual Hybrid III (black) against the MADYMO
simulation (red)
A screen shot showing the comparative kinematics between the model and actual test
at 25 ms is shown in Figure 5-22. Limited overall motion occurs in the first 30 ms, and
some differences in tibia angle were noted at 50 ms. The general approach was a focus
on ATD kinetics while verifying that kinematics were representative of actual ATD motion.
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A rotational joint was put into place to represent the motion of the foot plate, and foot plate
lift off occurs at similar time between the model and actual test. The pelvis was obscured
by the test rig.

Figure 5-22. Kinematic comparison of MADYMO and actual test at 25 ms
5.3.

Specific Aim 1 – Hybrid III Rigid Seat Validation – Limitations

There were some limitations in the fidelity of the simulations which prevent scoring
excellent across all key rankings. The initial position of the Hybrid III was not recorded
during the Condition A testing, so positioning was set based on video images and tuning
to achieve better performance against the actual test data. The quality of the Hybrid III
was unknown with respect to pelvis punch-through, where the metal pelvis penetrates
through the foam and vinyl toward the seat.

Pelvis punch-through causes high

accelerative spikes from metal-to-metal contact with the seat which accounts for the
mismatch between Pelvis Az and Lumbar Fz. The material properties for the contact
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between the pelvis and the seat were based off of a Hybrid III pelvis tested at TARDEC,
not the original pelvis used at UVA, which also introduces some variation. The joint
friction within the Hybrid III and actual foot plate motion is unknown beyond the z-axis
acceleration, which accounts for some of the differences in resulting tibia angle and xaxis motion.
The focus of tuning the simulations was more on the load cells than the
accelerometers, as the load cells provide cleaner signals. There was also an inverse
relationship between pelvis acceleration and lumbar spine force – as the score for one
improved, it degraded in the other. Best efforts were made to maximize the scores of
both while maintaining a good rating for Lumbar Fz.
The sled setup in Condition A with the Hybrid III model was considered validated to
an acceptable level. The next phase of the research was to replace the Hybrid III model
with the HBM and repeat the validation process.
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6. CHAPTER 6 – SPECIFIC AIM 2 – PMHS MODEL VALIDATION
6.1.

Specific Aim 2a – PMHS Rigid Seat Validation – Condition A – Model
Conditions

The Hybrid III ATD was replaced with the MADYMO Human Body Model (HBM) with
the same sled rig configurations including the five-point restraint system as shown in
Figure 6-1. The muscles were deactivated to represent the PMHS with no muscle
contribution during the event. The model included accelerometer outputs as standard at
T12 and T1. Accelerometers were added to the calcaneus, tibias, femurs, pelvis, T8, and
T5 vertebra to represent those in the PMHS (Figure 6-2). Vertebral accelerometers were
located at the center of the vertebral ellipsoid body. Table 6-1 lists the channels assessed
for Condition A with the HBM. The target was to achieve at least a rating of Good for
each channel using the CORA scoring methodology previously described.

Figure 6-1. HBM in test position.
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Figure 6-2. PMHS Instrumentation includes accelerometers at T12 and S1 [49]
Table 6-1. Validation channels used for human body model
PMHS and Rig Channels –
Legs
Foot Az
Distal Tibia Ax
Distal Tibia Az
Distal Femur Ax

PMHS and Rig Channels – Upper
Body
Pelvis Ax
Pelvis Az
T12 Ax
T12 Az
T8 Ax
T8 Az
T5 Ax
T5 Az
T1 Ax
T1 Az

The HBM was positioned to replicate the PMHS positioning procedure, which
included setting the distance between the feet at 295 ± 10 mm, maintaining a 90-90-90
degree posture for the ankles, knees, and hips, and ensuring the C7 spinous process
(cervicale landmark) was 90 ± 10 mm in front of the ASIS. The spine curvature was
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adjusted by changing the angles between the vertebral bodies to adjust to the contour of
the seat.
The same pulse used in a series of four Condition A tests was used as input to the
floor and seat in the model. The HBM positioning of the legs and spine were adjusted as
required to match pre-test images of the PMHS positioning and were altered slightly as
needed during the validation process to improve correlation.

The rotation of the

accelerometers was tuned to balance the distribution of acceleration between the x- and
z-axes. As with the Hybrid III, contact properties were altered between the floor and feet
to represent the boots and between the seat and pelvis to tune the upper body response.
The unaltered HBM was stiffer in response for the lower leg and delayed in loading for
the pelvis and spine when compared to the PMHS testing response. When assessed
against the PMHS data, the HBM had a CORA score of 0.599, or Fair. The boot contact
properties were the same as those used for the Hybrid III, but scaled as needed to match
the actual PMHS lower leg response by applying a separate constant multiplying factor
to each of the displacement and force axes to elongate or shorten the loading and
unloading profile. An unloading curve was also added to improve correlation, as shown
in Figure 6-3. The contact properties for the pelvis (Figure 6-4) were derived from
component testing conducted at UVA [48]. As with the boot properties, these were also
scaled in the same manner by applying a separate constant multiplying factor to the
displacement and force to achieve an optimal correlation.
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Figure 6-3. Force (N) deflection (m) properties from MADYMO for boot/floor contact

Figure 6-4. Force (N) deflection (m) properties from MADYMO for pelvis/seat contact
[48]
After the kinetics for the lower leg and pelvis were optimized, the accelerometers in
the thoracic spine segments were noticeably lagging in phase. After confirming with
TASS that the joint and material properties of the HBM, including the spine, were
encrypted and not alterable by the user, external Kelvin restraints were added to the
spine. According to TASS, the only way to tune the spine model response to improve
phasing and peaks to match the PMHS data at the same spinal levels was to add these
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restraints between the vertebral bodies in the model to stiffen the response, as the model
had its own inherent stiffness between vertebrae, but this stiffness was not sufficient to
represent a response from underbody blast.

Table 6-2 contains the details for the four

Kelvin restraint segments, including the locations of each of the connections (Point Object
1 and 2) and hysteresis slope. A parallel spring and damper comprised the MADYMO
Kelvin restraint. All restraints used active damping with the MADYMO default setting, and
initial strain was 0.0. The restraint properties for the spine segments were derived from
the work conducted by Yoganandan et al [76]. The Yoganandan research produced load
and deflection curves from axial compressive tests of PMHS intervertebral joints. These
curves were then scaled and had an offset, or delay in loading, introduced for use in the
model’s Kelvin restraints. The scaling and offset were required because the HBM already
had stiffness properties for the intervertebral disks included, so the Kelvin restraints
provided complimentary stiffness. As this testing was conducted on segments of the
spine, scaling was also required to represent the compilation of spinal segments in the
model. The final scaled force and deflection curves for the four Kelvin restraints in the
model are shown in Figure 6-5 through Figure 6-8. The restraints were attached between
the sacrum and the various spinal segments (L5, T12, T8, T5, and T1) to achieve the
desired output to match the PMHS data at the same spinal levels (Figure 6-9). For the
optimization process, the final T12 z-axis force was the sum of the T12 joint output force
and the forces from the Kelvin restraints at L5/T12, sacrum/T8, and sacrum/T5 locations.
The Kelvin restraint force data needed to be filtered at CFC 60 to remove noise in the
data due to the interaction of the restraints, as the restraints consisted of overlapping
springs and dampers that caused a vibration effect. The x-scale and y-scale for the
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loading and unloading curves, as well as the offset to the start of loading, were the most
influential factors in tuning spinal response for each of the restraint segments.

Figure 6-5. Final scaled force (N) deflection (m) properties from MADYMO for spinal
restraint between L5 and T12

Figure 6-6. Final scaled force (N) deflection (m) properties from MADYMO for spinal
restraint between sacrum and T8
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Figure 6-7. Final scaled force (N) deflection (m) properties from MADYMO for spinal
restraint between sacrum and T5

Figure 6-8. Final scaled force (N) deflection (m) properties from MADYMO for spinal
restraint between T5 and T1
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Table 6-2. Spinal restraint connection details
Point
Object
1

Point
Object
2

Hysteresis
Slope

L5

T12

7.00E+10

Sacrum

T8

1.00E+09

Sacrum

T5

5.00E+11

T5

T1

1.00E+10

Loading Curve
Displacement
Force (N)
(m)
0
0
0.00058
1000
0.00066
4500
0.00074
9000
0.00078
11000
0
0
0.0148125
1200
0.0155625
5400
0.0163125
10800
0.0166875
13200
0
0
0.0375
10000
0.075
45000
0.1125
90000
0.13125
110000
0
0
0.0375
1000
0.075
4500
0.1125
9000
0.13125
11000

Unloading Curve
Displacement
Force (N)
(m)
0
0
0.00058
700
0.00066
3150
0.00074
6300
0.00078
7700
0
0
0.0148125
1000
0.0155625
4500
0.0163125
9000
0.0166875
11000
0
0
0.0375
7000
0.075
31500
0.1125
63000
0.13125
77000
0
0
0.0375
700
0.075
3150
0.1125
6300
0.13125
7700

Figure 6-9. Spinal restraint connections
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For all tunable parameters including the scaling factors described above, trial and
error was used to determine a reasonable optimal range for each parameter based on
the overall peak and phasing of the affected channel compared to the PMHS channel,
and then these ranges were systematically evaluated to determine the final value for the
validation as described in the following section. For the Kelvin restraints, this trial and
error process included evaluating if offsets were needed for the onset of the displacement,
as well as separate scaling factors for the displacement and force values. The unloading
curves were the same as the final loading curves, but with a constant multiplying factor
less than 1 applied to the force value for a hysteresis effect.
6.2.

Specific Aim 2a – PMHS Rigid Seat Validation – Condition A – CORA
Rating

Four PMHS were tested at UVA as part of the WIAMan program for Condition A.
Biofidelity Response Corridors were created from this data, which represents the average
response of a 50th percentile male, as published in the work from Pietsch el al [49]. The
BRCs and average response curves were provided by UVA to the author. Pre-processing
of the data included filtering the data using a 3000 Hz cutoff, then transforming the
acceleration traces.

The transformation resulted in a shift in the data trace to an

anatomical point other than the location it was recorded, for example, from the spinous
process of a vertebra to the center of the vertebra. The data was then normalized to
represent a 50th percentile male based on scaling techniques outlined in Pietsch et al [49].
The data was then aligned and an average response curve was created. Inner and outer
corridors were created based on one and two standard deviations around the average,
respectively, as shown below in Figure 6-10. To prevent pinch points, a minimum corridor
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width of 5% of the maximum standard deviation was used where the curves converged.
The CORA 3.6.1 software was utilized to score the Condition A PMHS simulation
goodness of fit using the same CORA parameters as the WIAMan program. The input
CORA file is provided in Appendix A. The remainder of the BRCs used in the correlation
are provided in Appendix B as well as in Figure 6-11 through Figure 6-24, although only
the inner corridor is shown in these figures. The CORA scoring table is shown in Table
6-3 again for reference.

Figure 6-10. Example BRC from UVA Condition A data with reference curve (orange),
inner one standard deviation curve (green), and outer two standard deviation curve
(blue)
Table 6-3. Biofidelity rating scheme [49]
Biofidelity Rating
Excellent
Good
Fair
Marginal
Unacceptable

CORA Score
85% ≤ Score ≤ 100%
65% ≤ Score < 85%
44% ≤ Score < 65%
26% ≤ Score < 44%
0% ≤ Score < 26%
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Once the major tunable parameters were identified, a series of DOEs, or Design of
Experiments, were carried out to optimize the CORA scores of the pelvis and thoracic
vertebrae. A DOE allows an assessment of the design space for the parametric study to
understand the effects of the variables [40]. As the lower legs were already in the
Good/Excellent category from trial and error tuning, the final series of DOEs were run on
the pelvis, T12, T8, T5, and T1 vertebrae. Each DOE consisted of varying three key
influential parameters ±25% around the best run from the previous series in a full factorial
structure. The main contributing factors included scaling factors of contact properties and
restraints and the angle of the accelerometers around the y-axis. The focus of the DOE
was to maintain a Good rating of all channels and achieve Excellent ratings for Pelvis Az
and T12 Az, which were the main focus of the force/deflection optimization in Specific
Aim 3. The results of the DOEs are shown below in Table 6-4 through Table 6-8. The
final CORA score for the optimized model is 0.796 as a composite score, in the Good
category, with Pelvis Az and T12 Az both as Excellent, at 0.900 and 0.903 respectively.
The best run from each DOE is in the thick border box in Table 6-4 through Table 6-8,
and this run was used as the starting point for the next superior vertebrae DOE.
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Table 6-4. Pelvis DOE results
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Table 6-5. T12 DOE results

Table 6-6. T8 DOE results
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Table 6-7. T5 DOE results

Table 6-8. T1 DOE results
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Table 6-9. Final PMHS Condition A CORA score

The composite CORA score comprises an average of the corridor and correlation
score. As shown in Table 6-10, the Correlation score, which factors in size, shape, and
phase, is overall higher than that of the corridor. In this condition, the Correlation score
is 8% higher than the Corridor score.
Table 6-10. Final PMHS Condition A CORA score with corridor and correlation scores

The final overlays of the validated model are shown in Figure 6-11 through Figure
6-24, where the thick black line is the average PMHS response from the Condition A
testing at UVA, the thin grey lines are the one standard deviation curves, and the green
line is the MADYMO model response.
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Figure 6-11. Foot Az comparing actual PMHS (black with grey inner corridor) against
the MADYMO simulation (green)

Figure 6-12. Tibia Ax comparing actual PMHS (black with grey inner corridor) against
the MADYMO simulation (green)
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Figure 6-13. Tibia Az comparing actual PMHS (black with grey inner corridor) against
the MADYMO simulation (green)

Figure 6-14. Femur Ax comparing actual PMHS (black with grey inner corridor) against
the MADYMO simulation (green)
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Figure 6-15. Pelvis Ax comparing actual PMHS (black with grey inner corridor) against
the MADYMO simulation (green)

Figure 6-16. Pelvis Az comparing actual PMHS (black with grey inner corridor) against
the MADYMO simulation (green)
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Figure 6-17. T12 Ax comparing actual PMHS (black with grey inner corridor) against the
MADYMO simulation (green)

Figure 6-18. T12 Az comparing actual PMHS (black with grey inner corridor) against the
MADYMO simulation (green)
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Figure 6-19. T8 Ax comparing actual PMHS (black with grey inner corridor) against the
MADYMO simulation (green)

Figure 6-20. T8 Az comparing actual PMHS (black with grey inner corridor) against the
MADYMO simulation (green)
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Figure 6-21. T5 Ax comparing actual PMHS (black with grey inner corridor) against the
MADYMO simulation (green)

Figure 6-22. T5 Az comparing actual PMHS (black with grey inner corridor) against the
MADYMO simulation (green)
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Figure 6-23. T1 Ax comparing actual PMHS (black with grey inner corridor) against the
MADYMO simulation (green)

Figure 6-24. T1 Az comparing actual PMHS (black with grey inner corridor) against the
MADYMO simulation (green)
The final CORA output file is attached in Appendix B. The HBM was considered
validated for the Condition A output.
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6.3.

Specific Aim 2a – PMHS Rigid Seat Validation – Condition A – Limitations

Validation of the HBM included some limitations that prevented a higher level of
correlation. The main issue with the HBM is that the model was encrypted, which
prevented any changes to the characteristics of the joints or material properties inside the
body, which limited the user’s ability to fine-tune performance to exterior influences like
contact forces and external restraints. The mass recruitment effect noted in literature
may not be present in this model due to the use of the external Kelvin restraints in the
spine.
6.4.

Specific Aim 2b – PMHS Rigid Seat Validation – Condition B – Model
Conditions

To validate the model at a higher blast condition, the seat and floor accelerations were
replaced with those from the testing conducted by Bailey et al [6] on the UVA sled from a
test series designed to investigate high velocity underbody blast injuries. General model
conditions remained the same, including accelerometer locations (Table 6-11), the fivepoint restraint system, and HBM muscle activation set to off. Accelerometers were not
present in the PMHS at T12, T8, or T5, but they were monitored for loading patterns. The
instrumentation from Bailey’s work is shown in Figure 6-25. Runs 1.1, 1.2, and 1.10 were
utilized, as they all had similar loading conditions as listed in Table 6-12.
The target was to achieve at least a rating of Good for each channel using the CORA
scoring methodology previously described.
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Figure 6-25. PMHS Instrumentation includes accelerometers at T12 and S1 [6]
Table 6-11. Validation channels used for human body model
PMHS and Rig Channels –
Legs
Foot Az
Distal Tibia Ax
Distal Tibia Az
Distal Femur Ax

PMHS and Rig Channels – Upper
Body
Pelvis Ax
Pelvis Az
T1 Ax
T1 Az

Table 6-12. Floor and seat accelerations and velocities for Condition B
Test ID
1.1
1.2
1.10

Peak floor
velocity (m/s) in
(ms)
10.5 in 4.1
10.3 in 4.5
10.4 in 5.2

Peak seat
velocity
(m/s) in (ms)
10.2 in 4.8
10.2 in 4.8
9.7 in 7.5

Peak floor
acceleration
(g) in (ms)
615 in 1.1
585 in 1.3
472 in 1.4

Peak seat
acceleration
(g) in (ms)
738 in 3.0
735 in 3.0
241 in 4.0
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The HBM was positioned to replicate the positioning of the PMHS in the videos
provided by UVA and then adjusted as needed to match kinetics and measured
accelerations (Figure 6-26). A block below the heels and head support were added based
on the original test setup description and video review [6]. The rotation of the
accelerometers was tuned around the y-axis to balance the distribution of acceleration
between the x- and z-axes, which was slightly different than that of the HBM in Condition
A, as these test series were completed at different times. The accelerometer tuning was
conducted by varying the angle of rotation about the y-axis and evaluating the resulting
x- and z-accelerations for pulse matching and CORA score.

Figure 6-26. HBM in test position for Condition B with additional foot and head supports
(orange) based on the original test setup.
As with Condition A, external contact properties were altered between the floor and
feet to represent the boots and between the seat and pelvis to tune the upper body
response. The boot contact properties were the same as those used for Condition A, but
scaled using separate constant multiplying factors along the force and deflection axes as
needed to match the actual lower leg response (Figure 6-3). This tuning was required
due to the rate dependency of the boot. The contact properties for the pelvis (Figure 6-4)
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were also scaled in the same manner as those of the boot as needed to match the high
input response.

Figure 6-27. Force (N) deflection (m) properties from MADYMO for boot/floor contact

Figure 6-28. Force (N) deflection (m) properties from MADYMO for pelvis/seat contact
Since the PMHS in this test series did not have multiple accelerometers throughout
the thoracic spine, the performance could not be monitored at T12, T8, and T5. In
Condition A, external Kelvin restraints were added at each of the monitored vertebrae as
previously described, and these four Kelvin restraints were individually and separately
scaled to improve phasing and peak values at T12, T8, T5, and T1. Due to the absence
of data for comparison, Kelvin restraints with the same properties were applied to each
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lumbar and thoracic vertebrae and tuned to optimize response at T1 as shown in Figure
6-29 for the Condition B model.

These individual restraints were added between

successive vertebra from L5 up to T1 (L5 to L4, L4 to L3, etc). The force/deflection base
data is the same as that used in Condition A, and the x-scale, y-scale, and loading offset
were adjusted as required to improve correlation. The final scaled force and deflection
loading and unloading curve was applied to every connection, and the coordinates of
these curves are listed in Table 6-13.

All restraints used active damping with the

MADYMO default setting, and initial strain was 0.0. The resultant acceleration at T12,
T8, T5, and T1 showed a logical progression of accelerative loading, with a delay in
loading as expected moving superiorly in the spine.

Figure 6-29. Final scaled force (N) deflection (m) properties from MADYMO for spinal
restraints applied to each spinal segment
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Table 6-13. Coordinates of loading and unloading curves for spinal Kelvin restraints for
Condition B model
Loading Curve
Displacement
Force (N)
(m)
0.000000
0
0.000014
1000
0.000016
4500
0.000018
9000
0.000019
11000

Unloading Curve
Displacement
Force (N)
(m)
0.000000
0
0.000014
900
0.000016
4050
0.000018
8100
0.000019
9900

The HBM was developed for longitudinal and lateral loading, so some issues were
encountered with the introduction of the extreme vertical loading, including the onset of
loading for the spine as described above, the need for additional contact properties
between the pelvis and seat to represent the stiffness of the flesh under high rate vertical
loading, as well as boundary issues at the interface between the foot and ankle and
between the tibia and femur. Initially, the model showed a local collapse of the joints at
the foot/ankle and tibia/femur, where the solid bodies contacted and moved through each
other, which was an unrealistic contact condition. Based on discussions with TASS, it
was suggested that external restraints (Kelvin and Point) be added to provide resistance
to the loading, which prevented the unrealistic contact. TASS provided the initial loading
profiles (Figure 6-30 and Figure 6-31), which were then scaled as needed to improve
correlation using separate constant multiplying factors for the force and displacement.
The Kelvin restraints for the ankle were set to active damping and a 0.0 initial strain, with
a 7E10 hysteresis slope with the 3A hysteresis model. A Point restraint was used for the
knee joint, using hysteresis model 2 and a slope of 1E8. The Point restraint uses three
perpendicular parallel springs and dampers to connect two bodies.
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Figure 6-30. Force (N) deflection (m) properties from MADYMO for ankle restraint

Figure 6-31. Force (N) deflection (m) properties from MADYMO for knee restraint
A log showing the progression of the validation is provided in Appendix C. This log shows
the trial and error process of determining the most influential parameters and their
associated reasonable ranges that led into the final CORA evaluation DOEs.
6.5.

Specific Aim 2b – PMHS Rigid Seat Validation – Condition B – CORA
Rating

Three PMHS were tested at UVA as part of the Bailey et al research for Condition B,
which were a subset of a larger study with multiple seat and floor accelerative inputs.
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Data processing included filtering the data with a CFC 1000 filter in accordance with the
SAE-J211 standards (CFC 1000) [6] and aligning the data traces. Biofidelity Response
Corridors were created from these three runs, which were scaled to a 50th percentile male
using the scaling properties as listed below in Equations (1) through (3) [49]. The scaled
data for each channel was averaged to create a reference curve, and then one and two
standard deviation curves were developed for the CORA inner and outer corridors. To
avoid pinch points where the curves converged, the corridors were set up so that the
width was no smaller than 5% of the maximum standard deviation. As with the Condition
A data, the CORA 3.6.1 software was used to score the PMHS data. The transformations
of the data traces including to the center of the vertebra were not conducted on this data
set, but this was deemed to have a limited effect for the T1 correlation, as the
accelerometers in the model were rotated about the y-axis to capture the effect of any
angularity of the accelerometer in the physical testing.

(1)

(2)

(3)
The parameters with the highest influence on accelerative responses were identified
using a series of DOEs with ±25% ranges and then input into modeFRONTIER (2017R5),
which is a multidisciplinary design optimization software that can quickly integrate multiple
software programs to conduct DOE and optimization. Figure 6-32 shows the schematic
of the information flow in modeFRONTIER. The software automates the process to run
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multiple MADYMO simulations by allowing the user to select variables from MADYMO to
create a DOE to assess the interaction of the various parameters. The software offers
several DOE options including full factorial and Uniform Latin Hypercube to evaluate the
influence of each parameter. ModeFRONTIER then pulls the acceleration (.lac) file from
MADYMO and creates a .dat file using MATLAB for each run. The .dat file, which is a
simple text file with all key BRCs, is then passed into the CORA software via a DOS node,
and CORA files are produced for each run. Finally, modeFRONTIER provides tables and
graphs showing the Overall CORA scores. The modeFRONTIER DOE files are provided
in Appendix D.

Figure 6-32. modeFRONTIER schematic
For Condition B, the scaling factors for the spinal Kelvin restraints, floor friction, and
pelvis contact force were evaluated for their effect on Overall CORA score. A series of
three Full Factorials (20-27 runs each) and one Uniform Latin Hypercube (100
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randomized runs with seven parameters at 3 levels) were used to determine the best
correlation.

Although the final simulation selected did not have the highest score,

engineering judgement was used to select a configuration with the best match for peak
Pelvis Az and T1 Az, which will be used in Specific Aim 3 to optimize the seat parameters
to reduce pelvis and spine acceleration. The final CORA scores are shown in Table 6-14,
with the Overall CORA score of 0.760. All criteria except T1 Ax are Good or Excellent,
as the priority for correlation was T1 Az, and an improvement in Az caused a degradation
in Ax. As Table 6-14 shows, the Correlation score (0.845) is almost 17% higher than the
Corridor score (0.676). The Corridors in this data set were extremely narrow, especially
for T1 Ax, which caused a reduction in overall score. Engineering judgment was used to
maximize the Correlation over matching the Corridors. All Correlation scores are in the
Good and Excellent category. The CORA score was evaluated over 25 ms to match that
of Condition A.
Table 6-14. Final PMHS Condition B CORA score

The final overlays of the validated model are shown in Figure 6-33 through Figure
6-40, where the thick black line is the average PMHS response from the UVA Condition
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B testing, the thin grey lines are the one standard deviation curves, and the blue line is
the MADYMO model response.

Figure 6-33. Foot Az comparing actual PMHS (black with grey inner corridor) against
the MADYMO simulation (blue)

Figure 6-34. Tibia Ax comparing actual PMHS (black with grey inner corridor) against
the MADYMO simulation (blue)
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Figure 6-35. Tibia Az comparing actual PMHS (black with grey inner corridor) against
the MADYMO simulation (blue)

Figure 6-36. Femur Ax comparing actual PMHS (black with grey inner corridor) against
the MADYMO simulation (blue)
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Figure 6-37. Pelvis Ax comparing actual PMHS (black with grey inner corridor) against
the MADYMO simulation (blue)

Figure 6-38. Pelvis Az comparing actual PMHS (black with grey inner corridor) against
the MADYMO simulation (blue)
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Figure 6-39. T1 Ax comparing actual PMHS (black with grey inner corridor) against the
MADYMO simulation (blue)

Figure 6-40. T1 Az comparing actual PMHS (black with grey inner corridor) against the
MADYMO simulation (blue)
The final CORA output file is attached in Appendix E. The HBM was considered
validated for the Condition B output.
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6.6.

Specific Aim 2b – PMHS Rigid Seat Validation – Condition B – Limitations

Data from the WIAMan program was not available at injurious conditions from UVA in
a rigid seat condition without padding at the time of this research, so data from Bailey et
al was leveraged [6]. Since the Bailey data was collected several years before the
WIAMan program research, the amount of data collected was limited. Only one PMHS
had accelerometers on the calcaneus, so the left and right accelerometers were
averaged, providing a corridor created from only two curves. The input pulses were
slightly different between the three tests, but as the BRCs demonstrate, the slight
differences in pulses did not create widely varying PMHS response.
These PMHS also experienced a range of injuries, but overall, the injuries did not
appear to have a significant influence on the corridors, as the three different tests provided
similar responses. The pelvis fracture in one of the tests, however, resulted in the inability
to use the data from test 1.1 for pelvis response. The injuries for this test series are listed
in Table 6-15.
Table 6-15. PMHS injury summary table from Bailey et al [6]
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6.7.

Specific Aim 2b – PMHS Rigid Seat Validation – Comparison of Condition
A and Condition B Models
Initially, it was thought that the validation for Condition A would yield acceptable

results when used with the Condition B loading inputs. Due to the rate dependency
of the contact properties of the boots, pelvis, and external spine restraints, the CORA
scores for the Condition A model with the Condition B input was 0.57, or Fair. The
Condition B model over-predicted peak accelerations with the Condition A model
accelerative input. As the MADYMO HBM is encrypted, the internal contact properties
within the model could not be directly influenced.
The Condition B model needed to be stiffened at the feet, pelvis, and spine to
adequately reflect the increased loading rate at the internal sensors compared to the
Condition A model. As previously explained, the Kelvin restraint construction in the
spine was different between the two models, as well. Since the Condition A PMHS
had accelerometers at T12, T8, T5, and T1, a set of four unique Kelvin restraints
(sacrum to T8, sacrum to T5, L5 to T12, and T5 to T1) were used to provide proper
phasing and peaks at the recorded vertebrae. For the Condition B model, PMHS data
was only available at T1, so the same Kelvin restraint was applied between successive
vertebrae between L5 and T1 (L5 to L4, L4 to L3, etc).
External restraints were also necessary between the tibias and the femurs to
prevent a local collapse of the joint due to the high rate accelerative input, as well as
between the shoe and tibia at the ankle.
As the optimization process results in a non-injurious condition, the Condition A
model with the four unique Kelvin restraints, which was validated at a seat velocity
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closest to the expected optimized seat velocity, was deemed as the most appropriate
validated model choice to minimize force transmission to the occupant in the stroking
seat condition.
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7. CHAPTER 7 – SPECIFIC AIM 3 SEAT OPTIMIZATION
7.1.

Specific Aim 3 – Seat Optimization Model Setup

After the HBM model was validated in Condition A, the model was altered such that
the floor and seat no longer experienced separate blast inputs as in the experimental
setup, but were connected with a translational joint. This joint allowed a single floor blast
pulse to be input to the seating system through the floor.

The Condition B seat

acceleration pulse (Figure 4-2) was used for this portion of the study to allow a direct
comparison to the rigid seat models.

The translational joint was set up with a

characteristic function that provided the force-deflection properties that were tuned to
reduce pelvis and spine injuries using modeFRONTIER. No EA mechanism or mitigation
strategy was present at the interface with the feet; it should be noted that the high
accelerative input to the feet may influence the overall acceleration at the pelvis, and the
introduction of a blast mat or similar mitigation device may affect the final outcome [12].
It was decided based on industry experience and literature review that a linear forcedeflection approach would be most realistic and achievable for adoption by EA seat
manufacturers. Most seats employ something similar to a “shear pin” design, where the
seat will not begin to stroke by the EA device until a certain loading threshold is reached,
which was a key tunable parameter. If the shear pin force is too low, the seat could stroke
under normal operating use, which is not preferable. The lower shear pin force range,
set as 2 kN to 5 kN, was determined based on review of blast seat patents [13], helicopter
seat specifications [20, 57], lumbar spine injury criteria [45], prior experience, and analysis
of the sensitivity of the parameters in the optimization process. The total stroke, or upper
displacement, was limited to 6 inches (0.1524 m), which is an aggressive limit based on
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industry experience and literature research [3, 53], as well as initial optimization analysis
to verify that the optimization would produce non-injurious results. The ability of the model
to reach a solution with the aggressive 6 inch (0.1524 m) upper joint limit would mean
that a larger displacement limit should also reach a non-injurious optimized solution. The
lower shear pin activation displacement range was set between 0 and 0.025 m (0 and 1
inch), and the active upper stroke distance was set between 0.0762 and 0.152 m (3 and
6 inches). The maximum allowable load was set between 5 kN and 20 kN based on
literature research for loading limits [20] and analysis of the parameter sensitivity. The
variables within the loading profile were defined as shown in Table 7-1 and included lower
and upper force and deflection limits.
Table 7-1. Force-deflection joint tuning parameters
Parameter Name
Opt_joint_lower
Opt_joint_lower_disp
Opt_joint_upper
Opt_joint_upper_disp

Description
Shear pin force
Shear pin activation
displacement
EA device maximum load
EA device maximum
displacement

Range
2 kN – 5 kN
0.0 – 0.0254 m (0 – 1
inch)
5 kN – 20 kN
0.0762 – 0.1524 m (3 –
6 inches)

Figure 7-1 shows the full initial loading profile within MADYMO, which includes a high
force at the end of the loading profile to represent the bottoming out of the EA device
when it reaches full stroke of 6 inches. Figure 7-2 is zoomed in to show the shear pin
force and EA maximum force over the allowable displacement limits.
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Figure 7-1. Initial profile of force-deflection properties for seat joint optimization

Figure 7-2. Initial profile of force-deflection properties for seat joint optimization –
zoomed into loading profile
Once the MADYMO file was updated with the translational joint properties,
modeFRONTIER was employed to first analyze the sensitivity of the variables, and then
to determine the optimal combination of parameters to minimize injury. As shown in
Figure 7-3, the four characteristics of the joint previously described were parametrized,
and then the HBM response was monitored. Z-axis accelerations at the pelvis and T12
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and X-axis and Z-axis forces at the pelvis and T12 were extracted from each MADYMO
run, and each value was normalized based on literature research presented in Chapter 3
according to Equation 1. For the purposes of this research, the injury thresholds were
the lowest reported force or acceleration values associated with fracture from pertinent
vertical loading PMHS testing, which provides a more conservative approach for the
optimization. The force values were rounded to the nearest 100 (Table 7-2). The
normalization technique was used as blast injury research is limited and usually does not
contain injury risk curves. The threshold values listed in Table 7-2 are the normalization
values used in the denominator of the mathematical terms in Equation 1. The numerator
in Equation 1 is the output value for the channel from the MADYMO model. Once the
values were normalized such that a value of 1.0 represented injury, constraints were
placed on each normalized value so that optimized solutions could not include normalized
parameters over a value of 1.0, therefore restricting solutions to only those that are noninjurious. A combined score metric was created to use as a minimizing function, which
summed the normalized value of each injury criteria as shown in Equation 2. The results
of this study are presented in the next section.
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Figure 7-3. modeFRONTIER schematic for optimization of EA translational joint
properties
‐

(Equation 1)

Table 7-2. Injury metrics and thresholds used in optimization
Injury Metric
Pelvis Az
T12 Az
Pelvis Fx

Injury Threshold
175 g [16]
56 g [75]
6000 N [56]

Pelvis Fz
T12 Fx
T12 Fz

7500 N [75]
1200 N [7]
5200 N [47, 75]

Injury Description
Pelvis fractures
Compression/unstable fractures
50% probability of pelvis fracture or
dislocation
Pelvis fractures (AIS 3)
Anterior lumbar failure
Compression/unstable fractures
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12

12

12
(Equation 2)

The combined score serves as a single value for the optimization software to
minimize; for the purposes of this research, it does not have weighting factors for the
different metrics, so each metric is viewed as equally important. The injury threshold for
each metric is the dictating element for the overall final effect on the combined score. For
example, although the channels in the x-direction are not the primary load path, the injury
threshold is lower, so the overall effect on the combined score may be greater for a
particular x-direction channel. ___________________________________________
7.2.

Specific Aim 3 – Seat Optimization Results – Nominal Posture

Once the optimization model was set up, a sensitivity analysis was conducted to
understand the role of the four input parameters and their effect on the output parameters,
with the primary focus on the combined score. The input parameters were varied between
2 kN and 20 kN to understand appropriate boundaries for the lower and upper forces and
adjusted to the final configuration in Table 7-1. A Uniform Latin Hypercube DOE with 100
simulations was used for this analysis with undefined steps, allowing a random
distribution of configurations.
The sensitivity study included an assessment of the feasibility of designs with respect
to the constraints limits and a Student’s T test analysis to determine the size of the effect
of the four parameters. The resulting statistical significance (p < 0.05) on the overall injury
parameters and whether it was a direct or inverse effect was also assessed. The effect
size was determined as the difference between the means calculated for the upper and
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lower part of the input variable domains and represents the strength of the relationship
between the input and output parameter. If the size effect was close to zero, it meant that
there was a limited relationship between the input and output parameter. As Table 7-3
and Figure 7-4 show, the most statistically significant parameters were the upper joint
force limit and upper joint displacement. As expected, as the upper joint displacement
increased, the injury metrics decreased, as more of the stroke was used. As the upper
joint force was reduced, so were the resulting injury metrics. The lower joint, or shear
pin, force limit was only significant in a few injury thresholds, and overall, the activation
displacement of the lower joint was not a major contributing factor. The full data analysis
and output parameter table is contained in Appendix F.
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Table 7-3. Summary of parameter effects on injury thresholds for nominal posture
showing whether each parameter was statistically significant or insignificant for each
injury criteria

Figure 7-4. Sensitivity analysis output from modeFRONTIER for nominal posture
combined score
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Using the SIMPLEX method [50], the optimization process was conducted with the
same input parameters listed in Table 7-1. The goal of this optimization was to find the
minimum combined score, which represents the lowest possible combination of
normalized injury thresholds for the pelvis and lower spine. The optimization converged
to a solution after approximately 120 runs as shown in Figure 7-5.

Figure 7-5. Optimization process with minimizing combined score shows convergence
on a solution
The optimal solution for Condition A within the parameter ranges defined is listed in
Table 7-4. As expected, the optimal combination was at the lower end of the ranges for
activation forces and at the higher end of the allowable maximum displacement. Table
7-5 contains the normalized values for each injury criteria and the combined score for the
optimal condition. Pelvis Fz and T12 Fz were the largest contributors to the overall score.
The pelvis is designed to absorb the initial energy input, and then the forces are directly
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transmitted up the spine into T12. A combined score above 1.0 does not indicate injury;
the combined score was simply used as a minimizing value for the optimization.
Table 7-4. Optimization combination for PMHS Condition B
Parameter Name
Opt_joint_lower
Opt_joint_lower_disp
Opt_joint_upper
Opt_joint_upper_disp

Description
Shear pin force
Shear pin activation
displacement
EA device maximum load
EA device maximum
displacement

Optimized value
2.004 kN
0.017 m (0.70 inch)
5.000 kN
0.151 m (5.94 inches)

Table 7-5. Normalized injury values for optimal combination

Normalized
value

Pelvis
Az
0.046
[8 g]

Pelvis
Fx
0.184
[1106 N]

Pelvis
Fz
0.445
[3339 N]

T12 Az

T12 Fx

T12 Fz

Combined
Score

0.276
[15 g]

0.268
[322 N]

0.438
[2279 N]

1.658

The seat velocity of the optimized combination was also calculated to compare to
known injurious ranges. For the optimal combination, the seat velocity was approximately
2.6 m/s (Figure 7-6), which is well below the 4 m/s from Condition A, which is accepted
as a non-injurious seat velocity. This seat velocity was measured relative to the nonmoving global coordinate system. The seatbelt imparted a slingshot effect in the model
after 75 ms, which caused a rapid increase in seat velocity as the seat was artificially
pulled toward the occupant for the optimized position. The seat velocity had relatively
leveled off and reached its maximum around this point. The same slingshot effect
occurred after 60 ms in the non-optimized condition. The comparison of the injury criteria
between the optimized and non-optimized conditions are shown in Figure 7-7 through
Figure 7-12. As expected, the peak value for each criteria is significantly reduced, and
the length of the force or acceleration response is elongated, as the seat absorbs energy
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through the event. The forces and accelerations do not always return to zero because
the simulation was truncated after the peaks occurred but before the slingshot effect.

Figure 7-6. Seat velocity of optimal EA mechanism combination (red) compared to nonoptimized combination (blue)

Figure 7-7. Pelvis Az of optimal EA mechanism combination (red) compared to nonoptimized combination (blue)
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Figure 7-8. T12 Az of optimal EA mechanism combination (red) compared to nonoptimized combination (blue)

Figure 7-9. Pelvis Fx of optimal EA mechanism combination (red) compared to nonoptimized combination (blue)
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Figure 7-10. Pelvis Fz of optimal EA mechanism combination (red) compared to nonoptimized combination (blue)

Figure 7-11. T12 Fx of optimal EA mechanism combination (red) compared to nonoptimized combination (blue)
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Figure 7-12. T12 Fz of optimal EA mechanism combination (red) compared to nonoptimized combination (blue). Data was filtered at CFC 60 Hz to remove noise due to
the interaction between Kelvin restraints.
To verify that the EA mechanism completed the full stroke as expected, the relative
displacement between the floor platen and seat platen were plotted (Figure 7-13).

Figure 7-13. Dynamic displacement of EA mechanism shows full 6 inch stroke
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The model was also assessed in the nominal posture using a square wave input
instead of the linear EA mechanism to evaluate the influence of an EA pulse shape
change. The EA lower shear pin and upper maximum joint were both set to 3.5 kN with
the same displacement values as listed in the optimal configuration in Table 7-4, as this
maintains the same energy absorption for comparison. The square wave input resulted
in a large relative increase to peak Pelvis Az and T12 Az, but a small effect to overall
combined score, as these parameters were less influential to the combined score based
on their relative nominal value compared to their injury threshold. The change in EA
mechanism shape created a difference in the shape of the acceleration and force curves,
where the acceleration ramped up quicker in the square wave and had a higher peak but
lower acceleration after the peak, and the force also ramped up quicker in the square
wave but had essentially the same peak value with a longer sustained force duration
during the initial loading.
Table 7-6. Normalized injury values for linear EA and square wave EA in nominal
posture

Normalized
value –
Linear EA
Normalize
value –
Square EA

Pelvis
Az

Pelvis
Fx

Pelvis
Fz

T12 Az

T12 Fx

T12 Fz

Combined
Score

0.046

0.184

0.445

0.276

0.268

0.438

1.658

0.093

0.189

0.434

0.355

0.268

0.453

1.793

The optimization process was repeated using only Pelvis Fz and only T12 Fz as the
minimizing functions instead of the combined score to determine if the tool would
converge on a different solution. The optimization outcome was very similar between the
three methods (minimizing combined score, Pelvis Fz, or T12 Fz), as shown in Table 7-7.
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Depending on the focus of the end user, the minimizing function could be updated to any
of these channel options.
Table 7-7. Comparison of EA joint and key injury outcomes for alternate minimizing
options

Combined
Score
Pelvis Fz
Only
T12 Fz
Only

7.3.

Opt_joint
_lower

Opt_joint
_lower_
disp

Opt_joint
_upper

Opt_joint
_upper_
disp

Pelvis
Fz

T12
Fz

Combined
Score

2.000 kN

0.017 m

5.000 kN

0.151 m

0.445

0.438

1.658

2.049 kN

0.000 m

5.056 kN

0.151 m

0.417

0.434

1.668

2.079 kN

0.010 m

5.000 kN

0.151 m

0.440

0.436

1.669

Specific Aim 3 – Seat Optimization – Reclined Seatback Angle

To assess the sensitivity of the optimized EA force and deflection properties with
respect to posture, the same parameters were used to determine the optimal combination
with the seat and HBM reclined 15 degrees. The seatback was rotated about the seat
bight, and the HBM was adjusted only in the spine to conform to the seatback with
adjustments focused on the angle between the vertebrae from L5 to T3 (Figure 7-14).
The occipital condyle joint and C1 vertebral angle were also adjusted to achieve a
horizontal Frankfort Plane. Table 7-8 lists the vertebral angles for the nominal and
reclined posture.
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Figure 7-14. HBM in reclined posture
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Table 7-8. Vertebral angles for nominal and reclined posture

Using the same upper and lower force and deflection limits, the sensitivity study was
repeated. As shown in Table 7-9, the upper joint force limit and displacement have the
greatest influence, while the lower shear pin has limited influence. Only the upper force
limit and displacement has a significant effect on the overall combined score (Figure
7-15).
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Table 7-9. Summary of parameter effects on injury thresholds for reclined posture
showing whether each parameter was statistically significant or insignificant for each
injury criteria

Figure 7-15. Sensitivity analysis output from modeFRONTIER for combined score for
reclined posture
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As with the nominal optimization, the SIMPLEX method [50] was used with the same
input parameters listed in Table 7-1 for the optimization of the reclined posture setup.
The minimized combined injury score was determined within about 60 runs as shown in
Figure 7-16. This figure shows the iterative process by which modeFRONTIER uses the
SIMPLEX method to converge on an EA mechanism configuration that results in the
lowest combined injury score.

Figure 7-16. Optimization process with minimizing combined score shows convergence
on a solution for reclined posture
The optimal solution for the reclined posture is listed in Table 7-10. The upper joint
maximum load was about 19% higher than that of the nominal configuration. The lower
shear pin force was 25% higher than the nominal configuration, but the lower EA joint
effects are generally considered statistically insignificant to the final injury outcomes
based on the sensitivity analysis. The overall combined injury score was very similar to
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that of nominal posture, with a slight difference in distribution in the body segments,
mainly in Pelvis Fx and Pelvis Az, due to the change in spine posture and force
transmission. The pelvis and T12 z-direction forces had the highest influence on the
overall combined score (Table 7-11). The details of the sensitivity and optimization
analysis are contained in Appendix G.
Table 7-10. Optimization combination for reclined seat posture
Parameter Name
Opt_joint_lower
Opt_joint_lower_disp
Opt_joint_upper
Opt_joint_upper_disp

Description
Shear pin force
Shear pin activation
displacement
EA device maximum load
EA device maximum
displacement

Optimized value
2.593 kN
0.011 m (0.43 inch)
6.056 kN
0.146 m (5.75 inches)

Table 7-11. Normalized injury values for optimal combination for reclined seat

Normalized
value

Pelvis
Az

Pelvis
Fx

Pelvis
Fz

T12
Az

T12
Fx

T12
Fz

Combined
Score

0.096

0.045

0.466

0.227

0.281

0.498

1.614

The seat velocity for the optimal reclined posture configuration was higher than that
of nominal posture at approximately 3.2 m/s (Figure 7-17). This is likely due to the higher
limit on the upper joint force. Figure 7-18 through Figure 7-23 contain the comparison of
the injury criteria between the optimized reclined posture and non-optimized conditions
to show the relative improvement for the key injury parameters. As with the optimized
nominal posture, the injury values are reduced and elongated as the occupant is able to
ride down the pulse in a controlled manner. Data was truncated at 70 ms due to the
slingshot effect previously discussed.
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Figure 7-17. Seat velocity of optimal EA mechanism combination (red) compared to
non-optimized combination (blue) for reclined posture

Figure 7-18. Pelvis Az of optimal EA mechanism combination (red) compared to nonoptimized combination (blue) for reclined posture
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Figure 7-19. T12 Az of optimal EA mechanism combination (red) compared to nonoptimized combination (blue) for reclined posture

Figure 7-20. Pelvis Fx of optimal EA mechanism combination (red) compared to nonoptimized combination (blue) for reclined posture
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Figure 7-21. Pelvis Fz of optimal EA mechanism combination (red) compared to nonoptimized combination (blue) for reclined posture

Figure 7-22. T12 Fx of optimal EA mechanism combination (red) compared to nonoptimized combination (blue) for reclined posture
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Figure 7-23. T12 Fz of optimal EA mechanism combination (red) compared to nonoptimized combination (blue) for reclined posture. Data was filtered at CFC 60 Hz to
remove noise due to the interaction between Kelvin restraints.
A secondary set of optimization runs were conducted with a limit on the lower EA joint
of 2-3 kN to investigate if modeFRONTIER had converged on a local minimum, which
resulted in higher injury values from the differences in the EA force limits. As shown in
Table 7-12, the updated optimization converged on joint parameters that were much more
aligned with that of the nominal posture. The overall combined injury score reduced from
1.614 to 1.442 as forces and accelerations measured in the pelvis and at T12 reduced
(Table 7-13).

This second optimization evaluation demonstrates that there can be

multiple solutions with local minima to achieve reduced injury within EA joint parameters,
which can provide more flexibility to EA mechanism designs.
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Table 7-12. Optimization combination for reclined seat posture
Parameter Name
Opt_joint_lower
Opt_joint_lower_disp
Opt_joint_upper
Opt_joint_upper_disp

Description
Shear pin force
Shear pin activation
displacement
EA device maximum load
EA device maximum
displacement

Optimized value
2.067 kN
0.004 m (0.15 inch)
5.003 kN
0.151 m (5.94 inches)

Table 7-13. Normalized injury values for optimal combination for reclined seat

Normalized
value

Pelvis
Az

Pelvis
Fx

Pelvis
Fz

T12
Az

T12
Fx

T12
Fz

Combined
Score

0.081

0.049

0.419

0.200

0.249

0.444

1.442

The difference in EA parameters from the reduced range evaluation for the reclined
posture resulted in a decrease in seat velocity, from 3.2 to 2.8 m/s (Figure 7-24), as
expected, as the maximum allowable load on the upper EA joint was reduced from the
original optimization at the local minimum.
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Figure 7-24. Seat velocity of optimal EA mechanism combination (red) compared to
reduced range combination (red dashed) and non-optimized combination (blue) for
reclined posture
7.4.

Specific Aim 3 – Seat Optimization – PPE

As most Warfighters use PPE in theater, the optimization study was repeated with an
increase in occupant mass to represent the addition of 27 kg (60 lbs) of PPE [10] in the
nominal posture orientation. The mass was distributed around the torso to simulate the
addition of an Improved Outer Tactical Vest (IOTV).

The design and actual mass

distribution of IOTVs are proprietary, but a best estimate of the distribution was used for
the purposes of this investigation, which included increasing the mass of each of the 24
thorax and abdominal ellipsoid bodies comprising the front, left, and right sides of the
HBM by approximately 1.14 kg per body. This approach may overestimate the energy
increase from the added mass, as the mass was directly coupled to the occupant model
instead of separated as a detached vest mass.

Figure 7-25 shows the difference in

loading due to the added vest mass to the pelvis z-axis force in the higher loading
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Condition B, which included a quicker loading time but similar peak, with a slight increase
in impulse.

Figure 7-25. Difference in Pelvis Fz between nominal (blue) and with added vest mass
(red)
The added mass from the vest led to similar trends as the nominal posture sensitivity
study (Table 7-14 and Figure 7-26) with respect to the role of the significance of the upper
joint maximum force and maximum displacement. The lower joint shear pin force was
only significant for Pelvis z-axis acceleration and shear force with the added vest mass.
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Table 7-14. Summary of parameter effects on injury thresholds with vest showing
whether each parameter was statistically significant or insignificant for each injury
criteria

Figure 7-26. Sensitivity analysis output from modeFRONTIER for combined score for
nominal posture with vest
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The same optimization process was completed using the added vest mass, and as
shown in Figure 7-27, the optimal combination was found within approximately 140 runs.
The details of the sensitivity and optimization analysis are contained in Appendix H.

Figure 7-27. Optimization process with minimizing combined score shows convergence
on a solution for nominal posture with vest
The optimal solution for the vest mass within the parameter ranges defined is listed in
Table 7-15. As expected, the optimal combination was at the lower end of the ranges for
activation forces and at the higher end of the allowable maximum displacement. The
displacement of the lower shear pin and of the maximum upper joint were the same as
that of the nominal posture.
Table 7-16 contains the normalized values for each injury criteria and the combined
score for the optimal condition. Pelvis Fz and T12 Fz were the largest contributors to the
overall score. The T12 Fx shear force was also influential due to the added mass in front
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of the HBM center of gravity in the x-direction, which increased the shear forces at the
spine exerted during the event by 41% over the nominal configuration. The combined
score was 11% higher than the nominal posture configuration with the addition of the
extra mass, from 1.658 to 1.847.
Table 7-15. Optimization combination with vest
Parameter Name
Opt_joint_lower
Opt_joint_lower_disp
Opt_joint_upper
Opt_joint_upper_disp

Description
Shear pin force
Shear pin activation
displacement
EA device maximum load
EA device maximum
displacement

Optimized value
2.004 kN
0.0004 m (0.02 inch)
5.000 kN
0.151 m (5.94 inches)

Table 7-16. Normalized injury values for optimal combination with vest

Normalized
value

Pelvis
Az

Pelvis
Fx

Pelvis
Fz

T12
Az

T12
Fx

T12
Fz

Combined
Score

0.062

0.170

0.524

0.219

0.405

0.467

1.847

The seat velocity of the optimized combination for the added vest mass was lower
than that of the nominal posture, around 2.1 m/s (Figure 7-28). The improvement in injury
criteria against the non-optimized Condition B configurations are contained in Figure 7-29
through Figure 7-34. The pelvis and T12 force and acceleration outputs follow the same
trends as those for the optimized nominal posture configuration with a reduction in peak
and elongation of pulse duration.
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Figure 7-28. Seat velocity of optimal EA mechanism combination (red) for vest
configuration compared to non-optimized combination (blue)

Figure 7-29. Pelvis Az of optimal EA mechanism combination (red) compared to nonoptimized combination (blue) for added vest mass
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Figure 7-30. T12 Az of optimal EA mechanism combination (red) compared to nonoptimized combination (blue) for added vest mass

Figure 7-31. Pelvis Fx of optimal EA mechanism combination (red) compared to nonoptimized combination (blue) for added vest mass
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Figure 7-32. Pelvis Fz of optimal EA mechanism combination (red) compared to nonoptimized combination (blue) for added vest mass

Figure 7-33. T12 Fx of optimal EA mechanism combination (red) compared to nonoptimized combination (blue) for added vest mass
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Figure 7-34. T12 Fz of optimal EA mechanism combination (red) compared to nonoptimized combination (blue) for added vest mass. Data was filtered at CFC 60 Hz to
remove noise due to the interaction between Kelvin restraints.
7.5.

Specific Aim 3 – Seat Optimization – Reclined Seatback Angle with PPE

An investigation of the compounding effects of the added vest mass with a 15 degree
reclined seatback angle was completed in accordance with the procedure outlined above.
Table 7-17 and Figure 7-35 contain the results from the sensitivity analysis, which exhibit
similar trends to those of the added vest mass and reclined seatback angle with 3 kN
lower EA joint force limit separately; the most influential parameters continue to be the
force limit and displacement limit of the upper joint.
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Table 7-17. Summary of parameter effects on injury thresholds for reclined posture with
vest showing whether each parameter was statistically significant or insignificant for
each injury criteria

Figure 7-35. Sensitivity analysis output from modeFRONTIER for combined score for
reclined posture with vest
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Figure 7-36 shows the convergence of the optimization process to a stable solution
after approximately 100 runs.

Figure 7-36. Optimization process with minimizing combined score shows convergence
on a solution for reclined posture with vest
Table 7-18 contains the optimized values for each parameter. The values in general
are similar to those of the other configurations, with the upper joint displacement nearly
at the 0.152 m (6 inch) displacement maximum.

Table 7-19 lists the individual injury

criteria normalized values. The increase to Pelvis Fz and T12 Fx demonstrate the added
complexity of the heavier vest mass coupled with the increased shear forces due to the
reclined posture. The details of the sensitivity and optimization analysis are contained in
Appendix I.
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Table 7-18. Optimization combination for PMHS Condition B for reclined seat with vest
Parameter Name
Opt_joint_lower
Opt_joint_lower_disp
Opt_joint_upper
Opt_joint_upper_disp

Description
Shear pin force
Shear pin activation
displacement
EA device maximum load
EA device maximum
displacement

Optimized value
2.075 kN
0.001 m (0.04 inch)
5.125 kN
0.151 m (5.94 inches)

Table 7-19. Normalized injury values for optimal combination for reclined seat with vest

Normalized
value

Pelvis
Az

Pelvis
Fx

Pelvis
Fz

T12
Az

T12
Fx

T12
Fz

Combined
Score

0.050

0.146

0.527

0.137

0.404

0.451

1.714

As with the added vest mass, the final seat velocity of the optimized solution was close
to 2.2 m/s (Figure 7-37). The final reduction in pelvis and T12 forces and accelerations
compared to the non-optimized configuration are shown in Figure 7-38 through Figure
7-43.

Figure 7-37. Seat velocity of optimal EA mechanism combination (red) compared to
non-optimized combination (blue) for reclined posture with added vest mass
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Figure 7-38. Pelvis Az of optimal EA mechanism combination (red) compared to nonoptimized combination (blue) for reclined posture with added vest mass

Figure 7-39. T12 Az of optimal EA mechanism combination (red) compared to nonoptimized combination (blue) for reclined posture with added vest mass
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Figure 7-40. Pelvis Fx of optimal EA mechanism combination (red) compared to nonoptimized combination (blue) for reclined posture with added vest mass

Figure 7-41. Pelvis Fz of optimal EA mechanism combination (red) compared to nonoptimized combination (blue) for reclined posture with added vest mass
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Figure 7-42. T12 Fx of optimal EA mechanism combination (red) compared to nonoptimized combination (blue) for reclined posture with added vest mass

Figure 7-43. T12 Fz of optimal EA mechanism combination (red) compared to nonoptimized combination (blue) for reclined posture with added vest mass. Data was
filtered at CFC 60 Hz to remove noise due to the interaction between Kelvin restraints.
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7.6.

Specific Aim 3 – Seat Optimization – Summary

Overall, the sensitivity analysis and optimization process for all four configurations
(nominal posture, reclined posture, added vest mass, and reclined posture with added
vest mass) produced similar results. The upper joint displacement and limiting force were
almost always significant across all configurations.

In general, the upper joint

displacement tended toward the upper limit around 0.152 m (6 inches), as expected. The
upper joint force was usually at the lower end of the bound, around 5 kN, which is below
the expected injury range and produced non-injurious results. The lower joint, although
not listed as a statistically significant contributor to the final injury values, tended to be
optimal when the shear pin displacement was less than 0.017 m (0.67 inch) and close to
the lower limit of 2 kN. The optimization process also demonstrated that local minima
may be found as in the case with the recline posture, but with the constraint that no injury
value could exceed its respective IARV, any solution should prevent pelvic or lower spine
fracture based on known injury criteria limits.
Table 7-20 contains the injury metric results and combined score for each
configuration. Pelvis Fz and T12 Fz were the most influential parameters for dictating the
overall combined injury score, as the pelvis received the force first during loading, which
was then transmitted up the spine. In the model, the forces are transmitted directly from
vertebra to vertebra, as well as through the Kelvin restraints as shown in Figure 6-9, as
these provide a significant parallel load path. The forces reaching T12 were attenuated
by the lumbar spine segment and sacroiliac joint. T12 Fx was also influential, as the spine
generally had lower force and acceleration injury limits than the pelvis. In general, the
addition of the vest mass increased the combined score, and the reclined posture had a
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slight reduction in overall combined score due to the redistribution of loading.

All

optimized force and deflection configurations resulted in seat velocities below the known
non-injurious limit of 4 m/s (Figure 7-44).
Table 7-20. Summary of injury results for each configuration; actual values are listed for
the normalized posture

Nominal
Posture
Normalized
Value
[Actual Value]
Reclined
Posture
Normalized
Value
Reclined
Posture (3kN
lower joint
limit)
Optimized
Value
Added Vest
Mass
Normalized
Value
Reclined
Posture with
Added Vest
Mass
Normalized
Value

Pelvis
Az

Pelvis
Fx

Pelvis
Fz

T12
Az

T12
Fx

T12 Fz

Combined
Score

0.046
[8 g]

0.184
[1106 N]

0.445
[3339
N]

0.276
[15 g]

0.268
[322
N]

0.438
[2279
N]

1.658

0.096

0.045

0.466

0.227

0.281

0.498

1.614

0.081

0.049

0.419

0.200

0.249

0.444

1.442

0.062

0.170

0.524

0.219

0.405

0.467

1.847

0.050

0.146

0.527

0.137

0.404

0.451

1.714
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Figure 7-44. Seat velocity of optimal EA mechanism combination for all four
configurations compared to non-optimized combination (blue)
This study demonstrates that the optimization tool for determining force and deflection
properties for lower shear pin and upper load limiter can successfully produce a stable
solution with the goal of reducing injury to the pelvis and lower spine within set
parameters; however, more validation would be required to utilize this tool with a
significantly different input pulse to ensure the HBM is tuned before optimization is
conducted. This tool can also be used to assess the predicted injury outcomes with a
prescribed EA mechanism configuration with defined upper and lower joint parameters.
7.7.

Specific Aim 3 – Seat Optimization – Limitations

There are several limitations of note within the optimization portion of this study. There
is limited research on underbody blast injury thresholds; as such, the latest and most
pertinent injury values were used when setting up the normalized injury value. The
selection of the lowest reported fracture force and acceleration values provides a more
conservative approach to the optimization study. As all of the normalized injury values
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were below 0.53, updating the injury thresholds as more data becomes available is not
expected to drastically change the optimization outcome. When injury risk curves are
available, this research can be updated with improved injury criteria. It should also be
noted that future injury thresholds should take into account the longer duration of loading
introduced by an EA seat, which has been shown to cause a superior migration of injuries
[75]. Additionally, weighting factors can be added into the combined injury score to place
greater emphasis on channels considered to be more influential for future studies.
There is limited public data available for shear pin parameters including release force.
The optimization parameters for the lower shear pin were based on limited patent data
and the author’s work experience. As more information is made available, the shear pin
parameters can be tuned based on individual seat durability requirements.
This research focused on a simple linear EA profile based on known stroke profiles
from helicopter seats and so as to provide basic profiles for EA manufacturers to replicate.
This study can be repeated with more complex profiles if required based on the selection
of EA device for a particular seat.
Validation was not possible for the reclined posture or added vest mass in Condition
B, as tests with PMHS in these scenarios have not yet been conducted. The vest is
considered an approximation of an IOTV, but this study shows that the additional mass
has an effect on final optimal parameters. This information can be expanded upon when
considering designing a seat for the full occupant range including the 5th percentile
female up to the 95th percentile male.
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8. CHAPTER 8 – SPECIFIC AIM 4 – HYBRID III SEAT OPTIMIZATION
8.1.

Specific Aim 4 – Hybrid III Rigid Seat Validation – Condition B – Model
Conditions

As most EA seat manufacturers do not currently have access to PMHS or WIAMan
for their testing, the Hybrid III is the most common tool to assess EA seat performance.
Condition B seat and floor acceleration pulses were input to the Hybrid III model, and the
model validation process was repeated. As with the HBM, it was rate sensitive, meaning
that the major parameters required different scaling factors than those in Condition A.
Three tests at the Condition B configuration were available to create the Hybrid III
BRCs (Table 8-1). The same pelvis was used for all three tests, which was known to
have pelvis punch-through, where the metal ischial tuberosities pierce the pelvis flesh.
The Hybrid III did not have lumbar spine load cells, as the forces imparted to the lumbar
spine during this high acceleration condition were beyond the limitations of the
instrumentation. In addition to the lower leg load cells and accelerometers and pelvis
accelerometers, a T1 accelerometer was added for this analysis (Table 8-2).
Table 8-1. Floor and seat accelerations and velocities for Condition B
Test ID
2.1
2.2
2.5

Peak floor
velocity (m/s) in
(ms)
10.2 in 4.8
9.8 in 4.8
8.0 in 5.5

Peak seat
velocity
(m/s) in (ms)
10.8 in 2.9
8.8 in 4.5
9.7 in 4.8

Peak floor
acceleration
(g) in (ms)
517 in 1.3
565 in 1.2
530 in 1.4

Peak seat
acceleration
(g) in (ms)
919 in 1.9
701 in 3.2
421 in 2.8
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Table 8-2. Validation channels used for Hybrid III Condition B model
Hybrid III Channels – Legs
Lower Tibia Fx
Lower Tibia Fz
Upper Tibia Fx
Upper Tibia Fz
Tibia Ax
Tibia Az

Hybrid III Channels – Upper Body
Pelvis Ax
Pelvis Az
T1 Ax
T1 Az

As with the transition from Condition A to Condition B for HBM, the characteristics for
the boot and between the pelvis and seat were altered to achieve correlation, with the
final characteristics shown in Figure 8-1 and Figure 8-2. External Kelvin restraints were
added to each lower leg between the shoe and tibia to reduce a collapsing issue between
the segments which was not realistic (final characteristics shown in Figure 8-3).
Additionally, an external Kelvin restraint was added between the pelvis and spine box to
stiffen the lumbar spine to improve the phasing of the T1 accelerometer (final
characteristics shown in Figure 8-4). The Hybrid III was positioned according to videos
of the setup, which was at the nominal 90-90-90 posture for ankles, knees, and pelvis.
The joint positions were adjusted as needed to achieve correlation.
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Figure 8-1. Final force (N) deflection (m) properties for boot/floor contact

Figure 8-2. Final force (N) deflection (m) properties for pelvis/seat contact
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Figure 8-3. Final force (N) deflection (m) properties for Kelvin restraint between shoe
and tibia

Figure 8-4. Final force (N) deflection (m) properties for Kelvin restraint between spine
box and pelvis
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8.2.

Specific Aim 4 – Hybrid III Rigid Seat Validation – Condition B – CORA
Rating
BRCs were created for each lower leg and lower body channel in the same manner

as the PMHS corridors. A series of approximately 85 investigative runs and a series of
eight DOEs using Random Latin Hypercube for 100 runs each to maximize the
correlation CORA score for the simulation. These DOEs were focused by body region
(lower legs, pelvis, and T1), and included sweeps of boot and pelvis contact property
scaling, damping coefficients, lower leg joint positioning, scaling properties of the T1
Kelvin restraint, and accelerometer orientation. Engineering judgement was used to
review the top CORA scores and select the best run from each DOE to start the next
DOE based on the best match for peak and overall shape. The final CORA scores are
shown in Table 8-3. The Overall CORA score is 0.711, with more than half of the
channels in the Good category.

The Correlation score was used as the primary

assessment score, which was 0.818 (Good), with half of the channels scoring Excellent.
The corridors for this data set were often narrow, so emphasis was placed on the
Correlation score over the Corridor score when assessing the final validation model
configuration. The final CORA output files are contained in Appendix J.
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Table 8-3. Final CORA score for Hybrid III Condition B

The final overlays for the Condition B Hybrid III runs from UVA testing compared
with the MADYMO simulations are contained in Figure 8-5 through Figure 8-14. In
accordance with the CORA score, the general shape and peak for each channel was
maintained, but the corridors on most channels are small, which demonstrates the
repeatability of the Hybrid III, even at high input velocities and pelvis punch through.

Figure 8-5. Lower Tibia Fx comparing actual Hybrid III (black with grey inner corridor)
against the MADYMO simulation (purple)
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Figure 8-6. Lower Tibia Fz comparing actual Hybrid III (black with grey inner corridor)
against the MADYMO simulation (purple)

Figure 8-7. Lower Tibia My comparing actual Hybrid III (black with grey inner corridor)
against the MADYMO simulation (purple)
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Figure 8-8. Upper Tibia Fz comparing actual Hybrid III (black with grey inner corridor)
against the MADYMO simulation (purple)

Figure 8-9. Tibia Ax comparing actual Hybrid III (black with grey inner corridor) against
the MADYMO simulation (purple)
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Figure 8-10. Tibia Az comparing actual Hybrid III (black with grey inner corridor) against
the MADYMO simulation (purple)

Figure 8-11. Pelvis Ax comparing actual Hybrid III (black with grey inner corridor)
against the MADYMO simulation (purple)
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Figure 8-12. Pelvis Az comparing actual Hybrid III (black with grey inner corridor)
against the MADYMO simulation (purple)

Figure 8-13. T1 Ax comparing actual Hybrid III (black with grey inner corridor) against
the MADYMO simulation (purple)
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Figure 8-14. T1 Az comparing actual Hybrid III (black with grey inner corridor) against
the MADYMO simulation (purple)
8.3.

Specific Aim 4 – Hybrid III Rigid Seat Validation – Comparison of Condition
A and Condition B and Limitations
Due to the rate dependency of the contact properties of the boot and pelvis, as

well as the fidelity of the original MADYMO model, the validation for Condition A was not
optimal for Condition B. The collapse of the foot into the tibia is an example of the
limitations of the original Hybrid III model when exposed to very high vertical accelerative
loads.
Condition B had three tests from which to create BRCs, while Condition A was
based on a single test; the repeat tests allowed for corridors showing the variation in
testing, compared to the single test performed in Condition A. Condition A testing was
able to use a lumbar spine load cell, where Condition B relied only on pelvis and T1
acceleration, as the lumbar spine load cell would have exceeded its limit under the 10
m/s seat velocity. The Condition A validation was limited by balancing the difference
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between pelvis acceleration and lumbar spine loading, where this was not a conflict in
the Condition B validation.
Based on the acceleration traces, discussions with the UVA test engineers, and
prior testing knowledge for high speed vertical loading to the pelvis, the pelvis was
damaged during both Condition A and Condition B testing, which is the cause of the
large spikes in the Pelvis Az channels. The same pelvis was used for all three Condition
B tests and had pelvis punch through, so the metal pelvis was able to contact the metal
seat through the pelvis flesh.
The Condition B Hybrid III videos showed some minor inconsistencies in
positioning between runs (Figure 8-15), especially in the legs, but the consistency of the
data shows that the Hybrid III is relatively insensitive to the differences in positioning.
One of the legs was the standard Hybrid III leg, and the other was a MIL-Lx leg, which
differs from the Condition A configuration.

Figure 8-15. Positioning of the Hybrid III in Condition B tests from the videos provided
by UVA [6].
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8.4.

Specific Aim 4 – Hybrid III Rigid Seat Validation – Optimization
Since PMHS are not readily obtainable for testing by EA seat manufacturers, they

must rely on the next closest human surrogate, which is currently the Hybrid III until the
WIAMan replacement ATD is accessible.

There is limited data that connects the

performance of a MADYMO HBM to that of the Hybrid III for a seat manufacturer to
understand if a non-injurious result for Hybrid III results in a non-injurious condition for a
Solider. The final specific aim for this research was to determine if the optimal seat EA
mechanism parameters that lead to a non-injurious seat velocity for the HBM would also
reflect a non-injury condition for Hybrid III using available Injury Assessment Reference
Values (IARVs) as referenced in Chapter 3.
As with the HBM, the rigid seat model for the Hybrid III for both Condition A and
Condition B were updated with the translational joint between the seat and floor to
represent an EA mechanism (Figure 8-16). The upper and lower joints were set to the
same parameters as the optimized HBM in the nominal position (Table 8-4), and the 10
m/s seat acceleration pulse from the HBM was set as the input to the floor. Both the
Condition A and Condition B Hybrid III models were used to understand how the
validation affects the final outcome; the Condition A model was validated at seat
velocities closer to the final optimized seat velocity, but the validation was only based
on one test. The Condition B model was also assessed because of its improved
correlation based on BRCs from three tests. The pelvis was likely already damaged in
both Condition A and Condition B validations.
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Figure 8-16. Hybrid III MADYMO model showing location of enlarged translational joint
connecting center of seat to center of floor platen for stroking mechanism. Translational
joint only allows motion along the local z-axis (from feet to head)
Table 8-4. Optimization combination for PMHS Condition B
Parameter Name
Opt_joint_lower
Opt_joint_lower_disp
Opt_joint_upper
Opt_joint_upper_disp

Description
Shear pin force
Shear pin activation
displacement
EA device maximum load
EA device maximum
displacement

Optimized value
2.001 kN
0.015 m (0.72 inch)
5.000 kN
0.145 m (5.71 inches)

The Hybrid III has limited IARVs for underbody blast, so the shear and
compressive forces as well as the pelvis z-axis acceleration were extracted for both
Condition A and Condition B validated models. As shown in Table 8-5, the two injury
criteria for the lumbar spine were not exceeded. The lumbar spine shear (Fx) force for
both Condition A and Condition B models were very close, as the model was not
specifically tuned differently in this area. The compressive (Fz) force for the lumbar
spine shows a larger difference between Condition A and Condition B due to the scaling
of the contact force between the pelvis and the seat. Lumbar Fz was also overpredicting the peak during validation by approximately 20% in order to balance the Pelvis
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Az channel. The combination of the over-prediction and the contact force scaling would
account for the higher Lumbar Fz prediction in the Combination A Hybrid III model. The
7 ms clip was determined for each Hybrid III, and both exceeded the limit significantly.
This is likely due to the fact that the pelvis in the validation models experienced metalto-metal contact with the seat, so the acceleration in the pelvis is much higher than that
of an undamaged pelvis. Lumbar spine axial force (Fz) was a much more reliable
measure of injury criteria in the vertical loading direction.
Table 8-5. Comparison of Condition A and Condition B Hybrid III IARVs for optimized
EA joint

IARV Limit

Lumbar Fx

Lumbar Fz

6000 N

6672 N

Pelvis Az
23 g for 7 ms
interval

Hybrid III A

4070 N

67%

4267 N

64%

172 g

748%

Hybrid III B

3764 N

63%

3764 N

56%

83 g

361%

The seat velocity for Condition A and Condition B compared to the Condition B
rigid seat with the 10 m/s pulse are shown in Figure 8-17. The peak optimized seat
velocity for Condition A was 4.3 m/s, and 3.7 m/s for the Condition B simulation. Due to
the stiffness of the Hybrid III pelvis, the ATD bounced out of the seat and had a noisy
interaction with the seatbelts after approximately 75 ms; the peak seat velocity was
selected for each curve before the bouncing slingshot phase. The Hybrid III seat velocity
was higher than that of the HBM because the Hybrid III’s legs are stiffer and unload the
thighs, and the pelvis bounces out of the seat due to the stiffness of the pelvis and
lumbar spine, so the seat is effectively unloaded earlier, allowing it to attain higher
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velocities. The Condition A model has a higher peak seat velocity because the feet
move vertically quicker than that of the Condition B model due to the rate dependency
of the contact between the boots and floor, so the upper legs are unloaded from the seat
at a quicker rate.

Figure 8-17. Seat velocity of optimal EA mechanism combination (red) compared to
non-optimized combination (blue) for reclined posture
The curves comparing Condition A and Condition B for Lumbar Fx, Lumbar Fz,
and Pelvis Az are contained in Figure 8-18 through Figure 8-20.
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Figure 8-18. Lumbar Fx comparison between Condition A (red) and Condition B (blue)
Hybrid III in optimized seat

Figure 8-19. Lumbar Fz comparison between Condition A (red) and Condition B (blue)
Hybrid III in optimized seat
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Figure 8-20. Pelvis Az comparison between Condition A (red) and Condition B (blue)
Hybrid III in optimized seat
Although the two validated models provide different final seat velocities and lumbar
spine forces, they still demonstrate that a non-injurious condition for the Hybrid III results
from the optimal seat condition for the HBM. Pelvis Az is obviously over-predicted
because of the pelvis punch through condition in the original Hybrid III ATDs used for
validation with the metal-to-metal contact between the seat and metal pelvis. Shear
forces in the lumbar spine/pelvis complex were over-predicted by approximately 20%
with the Hybrid III over the HBM, and compression in this area was over-predicted by
37% by the Hybrid III Condition A model and under-predicted by 29% by the Hybrid III
Condition B model, but in general, the Hybrid III is able to confirm via lumbar spine
channels if a seat configuration in this velocity input range is able to produce a noninjurious outcome for the HBM.
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9. CHAPTER 9 – CONCLUSIONS
This research aimed to validate the HBM and Hybrid IIII MADYMO models in two
underbody blast conditions: Condition A with a 4 m/s seat and floor velocity, which is
considered non-injurious, and Condition B with a 10 m/s seat and floor velocity, which is
known to produce lower body injury. These models were then used to evaluate an
optimization tool developed to guide the design of an underbody blast seat EA
mechanism to reduce pelvis and lower spine injury.
9.1.

Human Body Model Rigid Seat Validation (Specific Aim 2a and 2b)

The HBM was validated in the Condition A and Condition B model using MADYMO to
replicate the PMHS testing conducted on the UVA sled. BRCs were developed from the
pertinent instrumentation available on the PMHS for each series. Contact characteristics
for the boot and pelvis were added and external Kelvin restraints were implemented in
the spine to improve correlation. Using CORA, each BRC was evaluated, and an Overall
rating was produced as a combination of Corridor and Correlation score. Both the
Condition A and Condition B Overall CORA scores were in the Good rating (0.798 for
Condition A and 0.760 for Condition B). As expected, the Corridor scores were lower
than the Correlation scores for both conditions, as the Corridors were often narrow and
could be noisy, while the Correlation score assessed the peak and shape of the MADYMO
curves compared to the BRCs. The Correlation score for Condition A was 0.839, and the
Correlation score for Condition B was 0.845. Both validations had about half of the
Correlations scores in the Excellent category, including Pelvis Az.
The MADYMO HBM characteristics for the Condition A were applied to the Condition
B input model, but due to the rate sensitivity of the contact properties, the Condition A
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model characteristics resulted in a Fair CORA score. The contact and restraint properties
between the boot and floor, the pelvis and seat, and between spinal segments needed to
be scaled to improve the Condition B correlation. The MADYMO HBM internal properties
are encrypted, so changes were limited to external restraints to validate the model. Future
improvements to the encrypted HBM internal characteristics may allow for a wider range
of input velocities to be used with the same model for vertical blast loading.
9.2.

Hybrid III Model Rigid Seat Validation (Specific Aim 1 and 4)

The Hybrid III MADYMO model was also validated in the Condition A and Condition B
input velocities. The Condition A model was limited to a single experimental test case for
comparison, so BRCs could not be created in the same manner as the Hybrid III Condition
B and PMHS testing, but CORA was still calculated from the constant corridors created
around the single response curve. The Condition A Hybrid III Overall CORA score was
Fair (0.507) due to the limitations of having a single file for comparison, although the
Overall CORA score for the z-direction channels was 0.674, which was Good. The
Condition B correlation was much improved, with an Overall CORA score of 0.711 with a
Correlation score of 0.818, which are both in the Good category. As with the HBM, the
Hybrid III models required external contact characteristics between the boots and floor
and between the pelvis and seat to improve correlation.
The rigid seat validation for the Hybrid III resulted in a similar outcome as that of the
HBM. The model from the Condition A did not perform well in the Condition B input
velocity, so scaling was required for the boot and pelvis contacts. Additionally, the Hybrid
III model was not equipped for the high rate vertical loading, so it was necessary to add
Kelvin restraints between the foot and tibia tube to prevent component collapse. A Kelvin
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restraint was also added between the pelvis and spine box to improve T1 acceleration
response. Future improvements to the encrypted Hybrid III model could address these
higher rate loading issues and allow a single set of parameters to apply to a wider range
of vertical loading.
9.3.

Human Body Model Seat Optimization (Specific Aim 3)

An optimization tool was developed using modeFRONTIER and MADYMO together
to guide EA seat mechanism design. This tool concentrated on optimizing the force and
deflection limits for the upper and lower bounds of a linear EA mechanism design. The
HBM from the Condition A validation was used to produce a seat configuration that
reduces the propensity for injury in the pelvis and lower spine.
After the completion of the optimization in the nominal posture, the role of a reclined
seat back and added mass from an IOTV were also assessed. The optimization tool
shows sensitivity in the outcome, mainly in the lower spine shear force and pelvis axial
Fz force. The combined scores ranged from 1.614 for the reclined posture to a maximum
of 1.847 for the added vest mass configuration. A combined score above 1.0 does not
indicate injury. The purpose of the combined score was not to provide a combined injury
probability score, such as that of Nij (Normalized Neck Injury Criterion) or the US New
Car Assessment Program (NCAP) scoring, where each injury metric is reported as a
probability.

The combined score solely functioned as a method for the optimizing

software to focus on a single value to minimize, and it can be replaced with single injury
thresholds if requested. The lowest combined score was 1.442 for the 3 kN lower EA
force limit reclined posture optimization. The reclined posture generally reduced the
overall combined score while the added vest mass increased the combined score. Pelvis
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Fz and T12 Fz were the greatest contributors to overall combined injury score. Pelvis Az
and Fx were the least influential parameters to overall score. The use of the threshold
values currently available in literature provided a more conservative approach, as these
were based on small sample sets and represented fractures in these tests as opposed to
injury probability curves, which had not yet been developed. It is expected that the
outcomes would not greatly change as injury probability curves for underbody blast are
developed used in future optimization analyses.
For the four configurations assessed, the optimal displacement and force for the upper
and lower joints were very similar. The lower joint was generally statistically insignificant
to the pelvis and lower spine overall injury criteria, but the shear pin force and
displacement were generally at the lower end of the limits (2 kN and less than 0.017 m
(0.67 inch)). Although the lower shear pin was not statistically significant to the final injury
outcome in this analysis, it could become important when assessing occupants with a
wider range of sizes or to ensure that the seat does not inadvertently stroke while
operating under normal road conditions.
The upper joint force and displacement was significant for all configurations. As
expected, the optimal upper joint force was near the lower limit of 5 kN, and the upper
joint displacement was near the upper limit of 0.152 m (6 inches). To reduce injury
through a reduction in seat velocity, it was necessary to use the majority of the full 0.152
m of travel distance while reducing the force to a survivable limit.
Currently, this modeFRONTIER optimization setup is only considered valid for the 10
m/s input blast pulse with the HBM validated at 4 m/s. This tool can be updated to assess
various blast pulses, alternate profiles for EA mechanisms, different masses, and various
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postures. This tool can also be used to assess injury outcomes with a prescribed EA
mechanism by modifying the EA joint profile within the MADYMO file. An improved HBM
validation model can be introduced when available. The author suggests enhancements
to the injury criteria as new data is released.
9.4.

Hybrid III Seat Optimization (Specific Aim 4)

The Hybrid III demonstrates the ability to recognize a non-injurious optimized seat
configuration for the HBM for the lumbar spine complex. With the Hybrid III data provided
for this research, the accelerations measured at the pelvis over-predict injury due to pelvis
punch through causing metal-to-metal contact between the Hybrid III pelvis and seat.
Future work could include a validation with a pristine Hybrid III pelvis tested in a vertical
loading condition that does not result in pelvis punch through to assess the difference in
pelvis acceleration. This improved validation could then be used to assess the Hybrid III
in the HBM optimized seat configuration to be more representative for the comparison
between a new Hybrid III and the HBM.
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10. APPENDIX A – CONDITION A PMHS CORA CPS FILE
######################################################################
#########
#
# CORA v3.6 - revised parameters (June 2012)
#
######################################################################
#########
#
######################################################################
#########
#
# Global Parameters
#
######################################################################
#########
BEGIN GLOBAL_PARAMETERS
DES_MOD
WIAMan BRC Evaluation
; Header of the evaluation
DES_GLO
Biomedical Response Corridors ; Sub-header of the evaluation
#
# Global settings to define the interval of evaluation
A_THRES
0.03
; Threshold to set the start of the interval of evaluation
[0,...,1]
B_THRES
0.075
; Threshold to set the end of the interval of evaluation
[0,...,1]
A_EVAL
0.01
; Extension of the interval of evaluation [0,...,1]
B_DELTA_END
0.2
; Additional parameter to shorten the interval of
evaluation (width of the corridor: A_DELTA_END*Y_NORM) 0 = disabled
T_MIN/T_MAX
automatic automatic ; Manually defined start (time) and end
(time) of the interval of evaluation (automatic = calculated for each channel)
T_UNIT
s
; Unit of T_MIN, T_MAX, t_min and t_max
#
# Global settings of the corridor method
K
1
; Transition between ratings of 1 and 0 of the corridor
method [-] (1 = linear, 2 = quadratic ...)
G_1
0.5
; Weighting factor of the corridor method [-]
a_0/b_0
0.05 0.5
; Width of the inner and outer corridor [-]
a_sigma/b_sigma 0 0 ; Multiples of the standard deviation to widen the inner and
outer corridor [-]
# Global settings of the cross correlation method
D_MIN
0.010
; delta_min as share of the interval of evaluation
[0,...,1]
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D_MAX
0.120
; delta_max as share of the interval of evaluation
[0,...,1]
INT_MIN
0.8
; Minimum overlap of the interval [0,...,1]
K_V
1
; Transition between ratings of 1 and 0 of the progression
rating [-] (1 = linear, 2 = quadratic ...)
K_G
1
; Transition between ratings of 1 and 0 of the size rating [-]
(1 = linear, 2 = quadratic ...)
K_P
1
; Transition between ratings of 1 and 0 of the phase shift
rating [-] (1 = linear, 2 = quadratic ...)
G_V
0.33333
; Weighting factors of the progression rating [-]
G_G
0.33333
; Weighting factors of the size rating [-]
G_P
0.33333
; Weighting factors of the phase shift rating [-]
G_2
0.5
; Weighting factors of the cross correlation method [-]
# Normalisation of the the weighting factors
WF_NORM
YES
; Normalisation of the weighting factors [YES/NO]?
# Signal settings
ISONAME_1-2/11-12 YES YES
; Consideration of the position 1/2 (test
object, seating position) and 11/12 (fine location 3 - dummy) of the ISO code [YES/NO]
MIN_NORM
0.00
; Threshold (as fraction of the global absolute
maximum amplitude) to start special treatment of secondary axis [0,...,1]
Y_NORM
extremum
; Type of calculation of Y_NORM (extremum or
value)
#
# Format settings of the html report
OUTPUT_FORMAT
Hypergraph
; Export format (LSPOST, PAMVIEW or
Hypergraph)
# Layout of the html report
FONT_SMALL
12
; Size of the small font
FONT_LARGE
14
; Size of the large font
PreT_LC/PostT_LC 1 1
; Expansion of the plotted interval of the curves (1: complete curve)
END GLOBAL_PARAMETERS
#
#
#
#
######################################################################
#########
#
# Loadcase
# x = use global settings
#
######################################################################
#########
#BEGIN LOADCASE
#NAM_LC
WIAMan BRC
; Header of the loadcase
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#DES_LC
Loadcase
; Sub-header of the loadcase
#WF_LC
1
; Weighting factor of the loadcase
#
# Layout of the html report
#PreT_LC
x
; Expansion of the plotted interval of the curves
(pre)
#PostT_LC
x
; Expansion of the plotted interval of the curves
(post)
#
#
#
######################################################################
#########

BEGIN LOADCASE
NAM_LC
Bosch PMHS A-1
; Header of
the loadcase
DES_LC
Subloadcase
; Sub-header of the loadcase
WF_LC
1
; Weighting factor of the loadcase
#
# Layout of the html report
PreT_LC
x
; Expansion of the plotted interval of the
curves (pre)
PostT_LC
x
; Expansion of the plotted interval of the
curves (post)
MinOrd_LC
1.0
; Scale factor of the plotted ymin
MaxOrd_LC
1.0
; Scale factor of the plotted ymax
#
BEGIN SUBLOADCASE
NAM_SLC
PMHS_A_Foot_Az
; Header of the loadcase
DES_SLC
Foot Az
; Sub-header of the loadcase
WF_SLC
1
; Weighting factor of the loadcase
METHOD
cora
#
BEGIN DATAFILES
# Name
unit g timeshift
# Ref
C:/Users/kbosch/Desktop/CORA_MADYMO/PMHS_A/Exp/Foot_Az_RC.dat
m-kg-s NO 0.0
# Sim
C:/Users/kbosch/Desktop/CORA_MADYMO/PMHS_A/Sim/9.dat
m-kg-s NO
0.0
END DATAFILES
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BEGIN SIGNALS
# Channels
# Name
WF Y_norm t_min t_max g_V g_G g_P g1 g2 a_0 b_0 a_t
a_sigma b_sigma D_min D_max Filter
11FOOTLE00H3ACZC 1 x
0
0.025 x x x x x x x
C:/Users/kbosch/Desktop/CORA_MADYMO/PMHS_A/Exp/Foot_Az_Corridor.dat
x
x
x
x
0
END SIGNALS
END SUBLOADCASE
###################
BEGIN SUBLOADCASE
NAM_SLC
PMHS_A_Tibia_Ax
DES_SLC
Tibia Ax
WF_SLC
1
METHOD
cora
#

; Header of the loadcase
; Sub-header of the loadcase
; Weighting factor of the loadcase

BEGIN DATAFILES
# Name
unit g timeshift
# Ref
C:/Users/kbosch/Desktop/CORA_MADYMO/PMHS_A/Exp/Tibia_Ax_RC.dat
m-kg-s NO 0.0
# Sim
C:/Users/kbosch/Desktop/CORA_MADYMO/PMHS_A/Sim/9.dat
m-kg-s NO
0.0
END DATAFILES
BEGIN SIGNALS
# Channels
# Name
WF Y_norm t_min t_max g_V g_G g_P g1 g2 a_0 b_0 a_t
a_sigma b_sigma D_min D_max Filter
11TIBIRILOH3ACXC 1 x
0
0.025 x x x x x x x
C:/Users/kbosch/Desktop/CORA_MADYMO/PMHS_A/Exp/Tibia_Ax_Corridor.dat
x
x
x
x
0
END SIGNALS
END SUBLOADCASE
###################
BEGIN SUBLOADCASE
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NAM_SLC
DES_SLC
WF_SLC
METHOD

PMHS_A_Tibia_Az
Tibia Az
1
cora

; Header of the loadcase
; Sub-header of the loadcase
; Weighting factor of the loadcase

#
BEGIN DATAFILES
# Name
unit g timeshift
# Ref
C:/Users/kbosch/Desktop/CORA_MADYMO/PMHS_A/Exp/Tibia_Az_RC.dat
m-kg-s NO 0.0
# Sim
C:/Users/kbosch/Desktop/CORA_MADYMO/PMHS_A/Sim/9.dat
m-kg-s NO
0.0
END DATAFILES
BEGIN SIGNALS
# Channels
# Name
WF Y_norm t_min t_max g_V g_G g_P g1 g2 a_0 b_0 a_t
a_sigma b_sigma D_min D_max Filter
11TIBIRILOH3ACZC 1 x
0
0.025 x x x x x x x
C:/Users/kbosch/Desktop/CORA_MADYMO/PMHS_A/Exp/Tibia_Az_Corridor.dat
x
x
x
x
0
END SIGNALS
END SUBLOADCASE
###################
BEGIN SUBLOADCASE
NAM_SLC
PMHS_A_Femur_Ax
DES_SLC
Femur Ax
WF_SLC
1
METHOD
cora
#

; Header of the loadcase
; Sub-header of the loadcase
; Weighting factor of the loadcase

BEGIN DATAFILES
# Name
unit g timeshift
# Ref
C:/Users/kbosch/Desktop/CORA_MADYMO/PMHS_A/Exp/Femur_Ax_RC.dat
m-kg-s NO 0.0
# Sim
C:/Users/kbosch/Desktop/CORA_MADYMO/PMHS_A/Sim/9.dat
m-kg-s NO
0.0
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END DATAFILES
BEGIN SIGNALS
# Channels
# Name
WF Y_norm t_min t_max g_V g_G g_P g1 g2 a_0 b_0 a_t
a_sigma b_sigma D_min D_max Filter
11FEMRLE00H3ACXC 1 x
0
0.025 x x x x x x x
C:/Users/kbosch/Desktop/CORA_MADYMO/PMHS_A/Exp/Femur_Ax_Corridor.dat
x
x
x
x
0
END SIGNALS
END SUBLOADCASE
###################
BEGIN SUBLOADCASE
NAM_SLC
PMHS_A_Pelvis_Ax
DES_SLC
Pelvis Ax
WF_SLC
1
METHOD
cora
#

; Header of the loadcase
; Sub-header of the loadcase
; Weighting factor of the loadcase

BEGIN DATAFILES
# Name
unit g timeshift
# Ref
C:/Users/kbosch/Desktop/CORA_MADYMO/PMHS_A/Exp/Pelvis_Ax_RC.dat
m-kg-s NO 0.0
# Sim
C:/Users/kbosch/Desktop/CORA_MADYMO/PMHS_A/Sim/9.dat
m-kg-s NO
0.0
END DATAFILES
BEGIN SIGNALS
# Channels
# Name
WF Y_norm t_min t_max g_V g_G g_P g1 g2 a_0 b_0 a_t
a_sigma b_sigma D_min D_max Filter
11PELV0000H3VAXC 1 x
0
0.025 x x x x x x x
C:/Users/kbosch/Desktop/CORA_MADYMO/PMHS_A/Exp/Pelvis_Ax_Corridor.dat
x
x
x
x
0
END SIGNALS
END SUBLOADCASE
###################
BEGIN SUBLOADCASE
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NAM_SLC
DES_SLC
WF_SLC
METHOD

PMHS_A_Pelvis_Az
Pelvis_Az
1
cora

; Header of the loadcase
; Sub-header of the loadcase
; Weighting factor of the loadcase

#
BEGIN DATAFILES
# Name
unit g timeshift
# Ref
C:/Users/kbosch/Desktop/CORA_MADYMO/PMHS_A/Exp/Pelvis_Az_RC.dat
m-kg-s NO 0.0
# Sim
C:/Users/kbosch/Desktop/CORA_MADYMO/PMHS_A/Sim/9.dat
m-kg-s NO
0.0
END DATAFILES
BEGIN SIGNALS
# Channels
# Name
WF Y_norm t_min t_max g_V g_G g_P g1 g2 a_0 b_0 a_t
a_sigma b_sigma D_min D_max Filter
11PELV0000H3VAZC 1 x
0
0.025 x x x x x x x
C:/Users/kbosch/Desktop/CORA_MADYMO/PMHS_A/Exp/Pelvis_Az_Corridor.dat
x
x
x
x
0
END SIGNALS
END SUBLOADCASE
###################
# BEGIN SUBLOADCASE
# NAM_SLC
PMHS_A_Pelvis_AR
# DES_SLC
Pelvis_AR
# WF_SLC
1
# METHOD
cora
#

; Header of the loadcase
; Sub-header of the loadcase
; Weighting factor of the loadcase

#BEGIN DATAFILES
# Name
unit g timeshift
# Ref
#C:/Users/kbosch/Desktop/CORA_MADYMO/PMHS_A/Exp/Pelvis_AR_RC.dat
m-kg-s NO 0.0
# Sim
#C:/Users/kbosch/Desktop/CORA_MADYMO/PMHS_A/Sim/Pelvis_AR_Sim.dat
m-kg-s NO 0.0
#
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#END DATAFILES
# BEGIN SIGNALS
# Channels
# Name
WF Y_norm t_min t_max g_V g_G g_P g1 g2 a_0 b_0 a_t
a_sigma b_sigma D_min D_max Filter
#
11PELVRD00H3ACXA 1 x
0
0.025 x x x x x x x
C:/Users/kbosch/Desktop/CORA_MADYMO/PMHS_A/Exp/Pelvis_AR_Corridor.dat
x
x
x
x
0
# END SIGNALS
# END SUBLOADCASE
###################
BEGIN SUBLOADCASE
NAM_SLC
PMHS_A_T12_Ax
DES_SLC
T12_Ax
WF_SLC
1
METHOD
cora
#

; Header of the loadcase
; Sub-header of the loadcase
; Weighting factor of the loadcase

BEGIN DATAFILES
# Name
unit g timeshift
# Ref
C:/Users/kbosch/Desktop/CORA_MADYMO/PMHS_A/Exp/T12_Ax_RC.dat
m-kg-s NO 0.0
# Sim
C:/Users/kbosch/Desktop/CORA_MADYMO/PMHS_A/Sim/9.dat
m-kg-s NO
0.0
END DATAFILES
BEGIN SIGNALS
# Channels
# Name
WF Y_norm t_min t_max g_V g_G g_P g1 g2 a_0 b_0 a_t
a_sigma b_sigma D_min D_max Filter
11TS120000H3ACXA 1 x
0
0.025 x x x x x x x
C:/Users/kbosch/Desktop/CORA_MADYMO/PMHS_A/Exp/T12_Ax_Corridor.dat
x
x
x
x
0
END SIGNALS
END SUBLOADCASE
###################
BEGIN SUBLOADCASE
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NAM_SLC
DES_SLC
WF_SLC
METHOD

PMHS_A_T12_Az
T12_Az
1
cora

; Header of the loadcase
; Sub-header of the loadcase
; Weighting factor of the loadcase

#
BEGIN DATAFILES
# Name
unit g timeshift
# Ref
C:/Users/kbosch/Desktop/CORA_MADYMO/PMHS_A/Exp/T12_Az_RC.dat
m-kg-s NO 0.0
# Sim
C:/Users/kbosch/Desktop/CORA_MADYMO/PMHS_A/Sim/9.dat
m-kg-s NO
0.0
END DATAFILES
BEGIN SIGNALS
# Channels
# Name
WF Y_norm t_min t_max g_V g_G g_P g1 g2 a_0 b_0 a_t
a_sigma b_sigma D_min D_max Filter
11TS120000H3ACZA 1 x
0
0.025 x x x x x x x
C:/Users/kbosch/Desktop/CORA_MADYMO/PMHS_A/Exp/T12_Az_Corridor.dat
x
x
x
x
0
END SIGNALS
END SUBLOADCASE
###################
BEGIN SUBLOADCASE
NAM_SLC
PMHS_A_T8_Ax
DES_SLC
T8_Ax
WF_SLC
1
METHOD
cora
#

; Header of the loadcase
; Sub-header of the loadcase
; Weighting factor of the loadcase

BEGIN DATAFILES
# Name
unit g timeshift
# Ref
C:/Users/kbosch/Desktop/CORA_MADYMO/PMHS_A/Exp/T8_Ax_RC.dat
mkg-s NO 0.0
# Sim
C:/Users/kbosch/Desktop/CORA_MADYMO/PMHS_A/Sim/9.dat
m-kg-s NO
0.0
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END DATAFILES
BEGIN SIGNALS
# Channels
# Name
WF Y_norm t_min t_max g_V g_G g_P g1 g2 a_0 b_0 a_t
a_sigma b_sigma D_min D_max Filter
11TS080000H3ACXA 1 x
0
0.025 x x x x x x x
C:/Users/kbosch/Desktop/CORA_MADYMO/PMHS_A/Exp/T8_Ax_Corridor.dat
x
x
x
x
0
END SIGNALS
END SUBLOADCASE
###################
BEGIN SUBLOADCASE
NAM_SLC
PMHS_A_T8_Az
DES_SLC
T8_Az
WF_SLC
1
METHOD
cora
#

; Header of the loadcase
; Sub-header of the loadcase
; Weighting factor of the loadcase

BEGIN DATAFILES
# Name
unit g timeshift
# Ref
C:/Users/kbosch/Desktop/CORA_MADYMO/PMHS_A/Exp/T8_Az_RC.dat
mkg-s NO 0.0
# Sim
C:/Users/kbosch/Desktop/CORA_MADYMO/PMHS_A/Sim/9.dat
m-kg-s NO
0.0
END DATAFILES
BEGIN SIGNALS
# Channels
# Name
WF Y_norm t_min t_max g_V g_G g_P g1 g2 a_0 b_0 a_t
a_sigma b_sigma D_min D_max Filter
11TS080000H3ACZA 1 x
0
0.025 x x x x x x x
C:/Users/kbosch/Desktop/CORA_MADYMO/PMHS_A/Exp/T8_Az_Corridor.dat
x
x
x
x
0
END SIGNALS
END SUBLOADCASE
###################
BEGIN SUBLOADCASE
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NAM_SLC
DES_SLC
WF_SLC
METHOD

PMHS_A_T5_Ax
T5_Ax
1
cora

; Header of the loadcase
; Sub-header of the loadcase
; Weighting factor of the loadcase

#
BEGIN DATAFILES
# Name
unit g timeshift
# Ref
C:/Users/kbosch/Desktop/CORA_MADYMO/PMHS_A/Exp/T5_Ax_RC.dat
mkg-s NO 0.0
# Sim
C:/Users/kbosch/Desktop/CORA_MADYMO/PMHS_A/Sim/9.dat
m-kg-s NO
0.0
END DATAFILES
BEGIN SIGNALS
# Channels
# Name
WF Y_norm t_min t_max g_V g_G g_P g1 g2 a_0 b_0 a_t
a_sigma b_sigma D_min D_max Filter
11TS050000H3ACXA 1 x
0
0.025 x x x x x x x
C:/Users/kbosch/Desktop/CORA_MADYMO/PMHS_A/Exp/T5_Ax_Corridor.dat
x
x
x
x
0
END SIGNALS
END SUBLOADCASE
###################
BEGIN SUBLOADCASE
NAM_SLC
PMHS_A_T5_Az
DES_SLC
T5_Az
WF_SLC
1
METHOD
cora
#

; Header of the loadcase
; Sub-header of the loadcase
; Weighting factor of the loadcase

BEGIN DATAFILES
# Name
unit g timeshift
# Ref
C:/Users/kbosch/Desktop/CORA_MADYMO/PMHS_A/Exp/T5_Az_RC.dat
mkg-s NO 0.0
# Sim
C:/Users/kbosch/Desktop/CORA_MADYMO/PMHS_A/Sim/9.dat
m-kg-s NO
0.0
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END DATAFILES
BEGIN SIGNALS
# Channels
# Name
WF Y_norm t_min t_max g_V g_G g_P g1 g2 a_0 b_0 a_t
a_sigma b_sigma D_min D_max Filter
11TS050000H3ACZA 1 x
0
0.025 x x x x x x x
C:/Users/kbosch/Desktop/CORA_MADYMO/PMHS_A/Exp/T5_Az_Corridor.dat
x
x
x
x
0
END SIGNALS
END SUBLOADCASE
###################
BEGIN SUBLOADCASE
NAM_SLC
PMHS_A_T1_Ax
DES_SLC
T1_Ax
WF_SLC
1
METHOD
cora
#

; Header of the loadcase
; Sub-header of the loadcase
; Weighting factor of the loadcase

BEGIN DATAFILES
# Name
unit g timeshift
# Ref
C:/Users/kbosch/Desktop/CORA_MADYMO/PMHS_A/Exp/T1_Ax_RC.dat
mkg-s NO 0.0
# Sim
C:/Users/kbosch/Desktop/CORA_MADYMO/PMHS_A/Sim/9.dat
m-kg-s NO
0.0
END DATAFILES
BEGIN SIGNALS
# Channels
# Name
WF Y_norm t_min t_max g_V g_G g_P g1 g2 a_0 b_0 a_t
a_sigma b_sigma D_min D_max Filter
11TS010000H3ACXA 1 x
0
0.025 x x x x x x x
C:/Users/kbosch/Desktop/CORA_MADYMO/PMHS_A/Exp/T1_Ax_Corridor.dat
x
x
x
x
0
END SIGNALS
END SUBLOADCASE
###################
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BEGIN SUBLOADCASE
NAM_SLC
PMHS_A_T1_Az
DES_SLC
T1_Az
WF_SLC
1
METHOD
cora

; Header of the loadcase
; Sub-header of the loadcase
; Weighting factor of the loadcase

#
BEGIN DATAFILES
# Name
unit g timeshift
# Ref
C:/Users/kbosch/Desktop/CORA_MADYMO/PMHS_A/Exp/T1_Az_RC.dat
mkg-s NO 0.0
# Sim
C:/Users/kbosch/Desktop/CORA_MADYMO/PMHS_A/Sim/9.dat
m-kg-s NO
0.0
END DATAFILES
BEGIN SIGNALS
# Channels
# Name
WF Y_norm t_min t_max g_V g_G g_P g1 g2 a_0 b_0 a_t
a_sigma b_sigma D_min D_max Filter
11TS010000H3ACZA 1 x
0
0.025 x x x x x x x
C:/Users/kbosch/Desktop/CORA_MADYMO/PMHS_A/Exp/T1_Az_Corridor.dat
x
x
x
x
0
END SIGNALS
END SUBLOADCASE
END LOADCASE
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11. APPENDIX B – CONDITION A PMHS CORA OUTPUT FILE
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12. APPENDIX C – CONDITION B PMHS VALIDATION LOG
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14. APPENDIX E – CONDITION B PMHS CORA OUTPUT FILE
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15. APPENDIX F – PMHS MODEFRONTIER OPTIMIZATION
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16. APPENDIX G – PMHS MODEFRONTIER OPTIMIZATION FOR RECLINED
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Energy attenuating (EA) blast seats, although not new to the market, have not been
fully characterized with respect to energy attenuation capability and the resulting effects
on occupant protection. EA seats utilize stroking mechanisms to absorb energy and
reduce the vertical forces imparted on the occupant’s pelvis and lower spine complex.
Although a variety of EA seats are available on the market, the fundamental question
behind how to optimize the force and deflection rates of the EA mechanisms to effectively
reduce occupant injury has not yet been answered. Using modeling and simulation
techniques, this research developed a tool to determine optimal force and deflection
profiles to reduce pelvis and lower spine injuries experienced by Warfighters in underbody
blast events using a generic seat model with MAthematical DYnamic MOdels (MADYMO,
TASS International, Inc.) software. This optimizing tool can be shared with EA seat
manufacturers and applied to military seat development efforts for EA mechanisms for a
given occupant and designated blast severity.
Using Hybrid III anthropomorphic test device (ATD) and post-mortem human
surrogate (PMHS) data from the University of Virginia in a sub-injurious Condition A (4
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m/s seat velocity) and injurious Condition B (10 m/s seat velocity), this research is
summarized in the following specific aims:
1. Hybrid III Rigid Seat Validation: Validate Hybrid III ATD model response in rigid
seat in sub-injurious Condition A.
2. Human Body Model Rigid Seat Validation:
a. Condition A: Validate human body model response with PMHS in rigid seat
for sub-injurious Condition A.
b. Condition B: Validate human body model response in rigid seat with
injurious Condition B.
3. Seat Optimization with Human Body Model: Vary force-deflection properties of
EA seat mechanism and run parametric sensitivity study with human body model
to reduce acceleration in pelvis and forces in lumbar region for injurious Condition
B.
4. Hybrid III Output from Optimized Seat: Verify Hybrid III response with injurious
Condition B in rigid seat, then apply optimal EA properties to the seat and
determine acceleration in pelvis and lower spine forces for Hybrid III ATD model
for Condition B as target injury criteria for seat manufacturers.
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